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General theory of relativity is the geometric theory of gravitation 
given by Albert Einstein in 1915. It is the current description of gravitation 
in modern physics. It unifies special theory of relativity and universal law of 
gravitation given by Newton, and describes gravity as a geometric property 
of space and time, or spacetime. In particular, the curvature of spacetime is 
directly related to the four-momentum (mass-energy and linear momentum) 
of whatever matter and radiation are present. The relation is specified by the 
Einstein field equations, which are the system of partial differential equations. 
Many predictions of general relativity differ significantly from those of 
classical physics, especially concerning the passage of time, the geometry of 
space, the motion of bodies in free fall and the propagation of light. Gravita-
tional time dilation, the gravitational red-shift of light and the gravitational 
time delay are some of the examples of such differences. The predictions of 
general relativity have been confirmed in all observations and experiments 
to date. Although general relativity is not the only relativistic theory of 
gravitation, it is the simplest theory that is consistent with experimental 
data. Einstein's theory has important astrophysical implications. It leads 
to the existence of black holes-regions of space in which space and time are 
distorted in such a way that nothing, not even light, can escape. The bend-
ing of light by gravity can lead to the phenomenon of gravitational lensing, 
where multiple images of the same distant astronomical object are visible 
in the sky. General relativity also predicts the existence of gravitational 
waves, which have since been measured indirectly; a direct measurement is 
the aim of projects such as LIGO. In addition to these, general relativity is 
the basis of current cosmological models of a consistently expanding universe. 
In the field of modern differential geometry, the Riemann curvature 
tensor, or Riemann-Christoffel tensor (after Bernhard Riemann and Elwin 
Bruno Christoffel), is the most suitable quantity used to express the 
curvature of the Riemannian manifolds. It associates a tensor to each point 
of a Riemannian manifold (i.e., it is a tensor field), that measures the extent 
to which the metric tensor is not locally isometric to a Euclidean space. In 
m 
a Euclidean space, when a vector is parallely transported around a loop, it 
will always return to its original position. The Riemann curvature tensor 
directly measures the failure of this in a general Riemannian manifold; this 
failure is known as the holonomy of the manifold. 
The Riemann curvature tensor is a central mathematical tool in the 
theory of general relativity (the modern theory of gravity). It is the simplest 
object one can build at a point of the spacetime; its vanishing is the criterion 
for the absence of genuine gravitational field and its structure determines 
the motion of a test particle via the equation of geodesic deviation. The 
curvature tensor also represents the tidal force experienced by a rigid body 
moving along a geodesic. Moreover, in the differential geometry of certain 
F-structures such as complex, almost complex, Kahler, almost Kahler, 
Hermite, almost Hermite, contact and almost contact structures etc., the 
importance of projective, conformal, conharraonic and concircuiar curvature 
tensors is very well known. It may be noted that all these curvature tensors 
have been defined in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor. 
It is for these reasons that a study of such curvature tensors, on the 
spacetime of general relativity, has been made in this thesis. The thesis 
comprises of five chapters. 
Chapter I is an introductory one and includes basic definitions and 
known results that are needed for subsequent investigations. 
A study of concircuiar curvature tensor has been made in Chapter 11 and 
a possible relativistic interpretation of this tensor is established here. The 
spacetimes satisfying Einstein field equations (with and without a cosmologi-
cal term) and having zero concircuiar curvature tensors have been considered 
and the existence of Killing and conformal Kilhng vector fields have been 
established. The divergence of concircuiar curvature tensor for spacetimes 
with and without a perfect fluid distribution of matter has also been studied 
and the conditions, under which the concircuiar curvature tensor is conserved, 
are obtained. It is seen, along with many other results, that a spacetime is 
of constant curvature only when the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type and 
concircuiar curvature tensor is conserved. A necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the vanishing of the divergence of concircuiar curvature tensor has 
IV 
been obtained in terms of Priedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model. 
The contents of this Chapter have been appeared in International Journal of 
Theoretical Physics 48 (2009) 3202-3212. 
The relativistic significance of conharmonic curvature tensor has been 
investigated in Chapter III. and it is seen that a conharmonically-flat space-
time of general relativity is an Einstein space and consequently a space of 
constant curvature. The existence of Killing and conformal Killing vector 
fields have been established for a spacetime satisfying Einstein field equa-
tions and having zero conharmonic curvature tensor. Cosmological models 
with vanishing conharmonic curvature tensors have also been considered and 
it is seen that the matter content of such models satisfy the vacuum-like 
equation of state. The divergence of conharmonic curvature tensor has also 
been studied. The contents of this Chapter have been sent for publication in 
Balkan Journal of Geometry and its Applications. 
A rank four tensor which satisfies all the algebraic properties of the 
Riemann curvature tensor and is more general than the Weyl tensor was 
introduced by Petrov, who termed it as space-matter tensor. The first part 
of this tensor represents the curvature of the space and the second part, the 
distribution and motion of the matter. Chapter IV of the thesis is devoted 
to a study of this tensor. The divergence of space-matter tensor has been 
expressed in terms of energy-momentum and Ricci tensors and it is seen that, 
under certain conditions, the space-matter tensor is conserved. Perfect fluid 
spacetimes with divergence-free space-matter tensor have also been consid-
ered and it is found that such spacetimes either satisfy the vacuum-like equa-
tion of state or represent Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological models 
under certain condition on the density and pressure of the fluid. The space-
matter tensor has also been expressed in terms of the projective, Weyl con-
formal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors and the relationships 
between the divergences of space-matter tensor and other curvature tensors 
have been established. It is found that the divergences of space-matter tensor 
and other curvature tensors are identical under certain conditions; although 
the algebraic properties of space-matter tensor and projective, conformal, 
conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors are different. The contents 
of this Chapter have been sent to Advanced Studies in Theoretical Physics. 
A differential geometric structure, analogous to that of complex/almost 
complex structure etc., has been develc'ped on the spacetime of general 
relativity in Chapter V. This structure is pamed as (F,^)-structure, where F 
is identified with the electromagnetic fieki tensor and g as the gravitational 
symmetric tensor field. A classification of this structure has been made into 
different classes and it is seen that clashes second and third, respectively, 
correspond to non-null (non-radiative) aiid null (radiative) electromagnetic 
fields. The Riessner-Nordstrom solution is the well known example of non-
null electromagnetic fields; while the plane wave electromagnetic fields are 
1 analysis of the projective, Weyl 
;urvature tensors (in the index-free 
always null. In this Chapter, a detailed 
conformal, conharmonic and concircular c'l 
notation of modern differential geometry) has been made for (F, p)-structure 
that corresponds to non-null electromagnetic fields. The contents of this 
Chapter have been published in Bulletin Calcutta Mathematical 
Society 101(1) (2009) 83-91 
The thesis ends up with a list of references which by no means is a 
complete bibliography of the work on curvature tensors and geometric 









The theory of relativity developed in two phases-Special Theory of Relativity 
and General Theory of Relativity. Special theory of relativity adapted the 
concept of inertial frame to the basic law of constancy of velocity of light dis 
pensing with the concept of absolute space and time of Galilean-Newtonian 
mechanics, while the general theory of relativity came into existence as an 
extension of special theory of relativity. 
In Einstein's general relativity, using Riemannian geometry, gravity-
inhabited space is analysed. The mass manifests as curvature in the space-
time geometry. Riemannian geometry (geometry of the curved spaces), until 
that time, was thought to be an abstract mathematical structure with no 
physical use. With the tools of Riemannian geometry, Einstein was able to 
formulate a theory that predicts the behaviour of objects in the presence ol 
gravity, electromagnetism and other forces. 
Through his general theory of relativity, Einstein redefined gravity. From 
the classical point of view, gravity is the attractive force between massive 
objects in three dimensional space. In general relativity, gravity manifests as 
curvature of four dimensional spacetime. Conversely, curved space and time 
generates effects that are equivalent to gravitational effects. J.A. Wheelar 
has described the results by saying "Matter tells spacetime how to bend and 
spacetime returns the compliment by telling matter how to move." 
The general theory of relativity is thus a theory of gravitation in which 
gravitation emerges as the property of the spacetime structure through the 
metric tensor g^j. The metric tensor determines another object (of 
tensorial nature) known as Riemann curvature tensor. At any given 
event this tensorial object provides all information about the gravitational 
field in the neighbourhood of the event. It may, in real sense, be interpreted as 
describing the curvature of the spacetime. 
2. The Riemann Curvature Tensor 
In Euchdean geometry, if a vector is parallely propagated from A to B 
along any curve, the resulting vector is the same, i.e., independent of the 
path, while the situation in curved space is different. In a curved space, the 
parallelism is defined with respect to a curve, the resulting vector at B will 
be different for different paths, (say Ci and C2). It can be shown that the 
difference between these vectors defines a tensor of the Riemannian space. 
This tensor is known as the Riemann curvature tensor. Before discussing the 
defining equation and the properties of this tensor, it is worthwhile to quote 
Sachs [22]: 
"The Riemann curvature tensor is the simplest non-trivial object one 
can build at a point; its vanishing is the criterion for the absence of genuine 
gravitational fields and its structure determines the relative motion of the 
neighbouring test particles via the equation of geodesic deviation. " 
For a covariant vector A^, the Ricci identity is 
A J/ - A^i, = R^^iAk (1) 
where 
p/c -pk f'/c _, T^m-pk pmp/c /r\\ 
'^' "" dx^ ' ' dx^ ^ tj + ^ i; ^ mj ^ij^ ml l^ j 
Now since the difference of two tensor is again a tensor, the expression on the 
right hand side of equation (2) is a tensor, but since Ak is a covariant tensor; 
it follows from the quotient law for tensors that R'^^i is a tensor of fourth 
rank (contravariant in k and covariant in ijl). This tensor R^^i is called the 
Riemann curvature tensor, or simply the Riemann tensor. Some time, this 
tensor is also referred as the Riemann Christoffel tensor [This tensor was first 
discovered by Riemann (1826-1866) and then after many years by Christoffel 
(1829-1900)]. 
The covariant form of the Riemann curvature tensor is given by 
Prom equations (2) and (3), it can easily be seen that the Riemann 
tensor has the following symmetric and anti-symmetric properties: 
(i) Rfiiji is anti-symmetric in the last two indices i e , 
Rhiji = —Rhilj (3a) 
and 
(ii) Rhiji is anti-symmetric in the first two indices h and z, i.e., 
Rhijl = —Rihjl (4) 
(iii) Rhiji is symmetric with respect to an interchange of the first pair of 
indices [hi) and second pair of indices {jl), without changing the order of 
the indices in each pair i.e., 
Rhijl = Rjlhi (5) 
(iv) Finally, if we permute the last three indices {ijl) of equations (2) and 
(3) in a cycHc order, then the sum thus obtained vanishes identically i.e., 
^ ty + Rjh + ^hj = 0 (6a) 
Rhijl + Rhoh + Rhh] = 0 (66) 
(v) The Riemann tensor also satisfies the identities: 
Rhi]k,i + Rhikij + Rhiij,k — 0 (7a) 
^i]k.i + Kki,j + Riij,k = 0 (76) 
Equations (7) are known as Bianchi identities. 
(vi) In n-dimensional manifold, the number of algebraically independent 
components of the Riemann tensor is 
^n\n' - 1) 12 ^ ^ 
(vii) We can obtain tensor of lower ranks on contracting the Riemann tensoi 
R'^ i- One might think that this contraction may be effected in three different 
ways, but this is not the case. For, let us first contract k with ^ and get 
but this is equal to zero, because Rkiji is anti-symmetric in ki while g^^ is 
symmetric. Further because R^^i — —R^j, there is only one way in which the 
Riemann tensor R^^i can be contracted. Thus contraction on k and I gives 
the second rank tensor R^^, known as Ricci tensor, 
^] ~ K]k 
B B 
pfc pfc I pmpfc pmpfc /'o\ 
~ dx^ ''^  dx^ y ifc m,] ^ i]^ mk \°) 
The tensor R^j given by equation (8) is symmetric in i and j . 
The Ricci tensor Rij may be further contracted and we obtain the 
invariant R: 
R = g'^R,,=g''g''mH^ji (9) 
R is called the curvature invariant, or scalar curvature. 
(viii) From Bianchi identities (7b) it can be shown that 
{Rl-^-5iR),=Q (10) 
The tensor 
Gl = Rl- ^-5^,R (11) 
is known as Einstein tensor. From (10) and (11), we have 
G 1 , = 0 (12) 
3. Weyl Conformal Curvature Tensor 
If V and V are two Riemannian spaces with gij and Pij being their metric 
tensors related through equation 
9i]=e^'^gi] (13) 
where (/> is a real function of co-ordinates, then V and V are called 
conformal spaces and the correspondence between V and V is known as 
conformal transformation ([7]). 
* 
In a Riemannian manifold of dimension n, the conformal curvature 
tensor is given by ( [19],[27] ) 
C(X, r , Z) = R{X, y, Z) ^[X Ric(F, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)^{Y) 
+g(y, Z)K{X)\ + ^ _ _ A _ _ [ X 5 ( y , Z) - Yg{X, Z)] (14) 
where Ri — Ric(X, X) with local components Ri = g^^Rij is the scalar 
curvature. If the conformal curvature tensor vanishes and n > 3, th'^  
manifold is conformally-flat.Thus, this tensor represents the deviation of the 
manifold from conformal flatness. 
For a V4, from equation (14), we have 
C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z)-^[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g{Y, Z)R{X)] + ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)] (14a) 
Since R{X, Y, Z, W) - g{R{X, 7, Z),W), we have 
C(X, Y, Z, W) = RiX, Y, Z, W) - ^ -[g{X, W) R\c{Y, Z) - g{Y, W) Ric(;^, Z) 
-g{X, Z) Ric(y, W) + giY, Z) Ric(X, WO] 
+ ^ MX, W)g{Y, Z) - g{Y, W)g{X, Z)\ (146) 
In local co-ordinates, equation (14a) may be written cis 
1 /? 
Cahcd = Rabcd--;^{9acRbd + gbdRac-gadRbc-gbcRad)^-^{gadgbc-gacgbd) (I4c) 
where 
'bed (-'abed — gae^^b 
Properties of Cahcd'-
Cabcd — ~Cbacd} ^abcd — ~(^ahdc, (^abcd = ^cdab ( l o ) 
abed ^ '^abcd, ^abed — '^abed> '^abcd ~ ^edab \^^^) 
C ^ J ^ O (17) 
Cabcd + Caedb + Cadbc = 0 (18) 
and 
Cbe = C^ca = 0 (19) 
Remark: The number of independent components of the Riemann tensor 
in n-dimension is 
Thus 
(i) for n = l , Rhtjk = 0; 
(ii) for n=2, Rhijk has only one independent component, namely 
Run = -jgR 
(iii) for n—3, Rhijk has six independent components. The Ricci tensoi lias 
also six independent components and thus Rhijk can be expressed in terms 
of Rtj as 
R 
Rhtjk = {ghjRik + QikRh] - ghkRii - gtjRhk) - -^{gu^gik — ghkgij) 
(iv) for n=4, Rhijk has twenty independent components-ten of which are 
given by Ricci tensor and the remaining ten by the Weyl tensor Chtjk, which 
is given by equation 
Chijk = Rhijk — 2i9hjRtk + gikRhj — giikRij — gijRhk) — -^{giikgij — ghjgik) 
If Rij = b, then this equation leads to Chijk ~ Rhtjk- Since R^l^J|, 
characterize the gravitational field, therefore, it is the Weyl tensor which 
describe the true gravitational fields in a vacuum region. 
Thus, for empty spacetimes of dimension two or three, from (ii) and (in) 
above, the Riemann curvature tensor Rktjk vanishes and consequently there 
is no gravitational field. It is only in four or more dimensions tha t genuine 
gravitational field can exist in empty space. 
Therefore, according to general theory of relativity: if we lived in a 
Universe where the spacetime has only three dimensions, gravity could not 
exist m a vacuum region. 
4. Project ive Curvature Tensor 
We consider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M of class C°° and 
assume that there is given in M an affine connection V without torsion whose 
local parameters are F^j. Then the so-called paths or autoparallel curves are 
defined as curves x^ — x^{t) which satisfy the system of differential equations 
a{t) being a function defined along curves, or 
d?x'' .dx^dx' ^ , , 
ds^ ^ ds ds 
s being the so-called affine parameter on paths. 
If there is given another connection V* without torsion whose local 
parameters are r*f, and if the affine connections V* and V give the same 
system of paths, we must have 
H{X,Y) = Tt{X)Y + n{Y)X (22) 
where 
H{X, Y) = (V* - V)(X, Y) = (V^ - Vx)Y (23a) 
TT being a certain 1-form, or 
where the p, are the local components of TT. The change of V given bv the 
equation above is called a projective change of V. We also say that V and 
V are projectively related (cf., [27]) 
In a Riemannian manifold Vn of dimension n, the projective cuivatuie 
tensor W{X,Y,Z) is given by ( [19],[27] ) 
W{X, y, Z) = R{X, y, Z) - ^ ^ [ ^ Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)] (24) 
so that for a V4 
W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y,Z)-^ [X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)] (24a) 
where R{X, Y, Z) denotes the Riemann curvature tensor. In local co-ordmates, 
it can be written as 
Kcd = RL - liRbcS^ - ^A") (25) 
It may be noted that the contraction of W^^ over h and d vanishes. Also 
Wabcd = Robed - -dRbcQad " Ru9a^ (26) 
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4.1. Properties of Projective Curvature Tensor 
The Projective curvature tensor has the following properties [ from equation 
(24)]: 
(i)w^(x,y,z) = -VF(y,x,z) 
(ii) W{X, Y, Z) + W{Y, Z, X) + W{Z, X, F) = 0 
(iii) If Ric(X, Y) = 0, then W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) 
We also have 
Theorem 1 ([27]). The projective curvature tensor is invariant under 
projective mappings. 
5. Conharmonic Curvature Tensor 
It is known that a harmonic function is defined as a function whose Laplacian 
vanishes. In general, a harmonic function does not transform into a harmonic 
function.The condition under which the harmonic functions remain invariant 
have been studied by Ishii [16] who introduced the conharmonic transfoi-
mation as a sub group of the conformal transformation (13) satisfying the 
condition 
4>\ + (t>, <P] = 0 (27) 
A rank four tensor Lj^ ^ that remains invariant under conharmonic 
transformation for a n-dimensional Riemannian differentiable manifold KM 
is given by ([19]) 
Lljk = Kk - - ^ i9rj R\ - 9rk R] + 4 R^3 ' ^] ^fc) (28) 
where i?*^ ^ is the Riemann curvature tensor and R^^, the Ricci tensor. In th(^  
index-free notation, equation (28) can be expressed a^ 
L{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - ^ b(y, Z)K{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic{Y, Z) 
-YKic{X, Z)] (29) 
where R{X, Y, Z) = DxDyZ - DyDxZ - Dyxx]Z (D being the.Riemanniaii 
connection) is the Riemann curvature tensor and Ric(X, Y) = g{K{X),Y) is 
the Ricci tensor. Also 
L{X, y, Z, W) = R{X, Y, Z, W) ^ [g{Y, Z)Ric{X, Wyg{X, Z)Ric(y, 14 ) 
+^(X, H/)Ric(y, Z) - g{Y, W)Kxz{X, Z)\ (30) 
or, in local co-ordinates, 
^hxjk = -R/iijfc ^ {.9x3 Rhk — Qh] Rik + 9hk Rij — Qik Rhj) (31) 
where R{X,Y,Z,W) = g{R{X,Y,Z),W) or, in local co-ordinates, 
Rhijk = 5/it R\jk- It "^^y be noted that the contraction of equation (28) 
Lij = - - — ^ -R 9x3 (32j 
is also invariant under conharmonic transformation. 
The curvature tensor defined by equations (28)/(29) or (30)/(31) is 
known as conharmonic curvature tensor. 
5.1. Properties of Conharmonic Curvature Tensor 
The conharmonic curvature tensor has the following properties [ from 
equation (30)]: 
(i) L(X, y, Z, W) = -L{Y, X, Z, W) = -LiX, Y, W, Z) = L{Z, W, X, Y) 
(ii) L{X, Y, Z, W) + L{X, Z, W, Y) + L{X, W, Y,Z) = 0 
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(iii) If Ric(X, Y) = 0, then L{X, Y, Z, W) = i?(X, Y, Z, W) 
We also have 
Theorem 2 ([19]). If a Kahler manifold Ki {n = 4) is conformally flat, then 
its scalar curvature is zero and it is conharmonically flat. 
Theorem 3 ([19]). A conharmonically flat Kahler manifold Ki, n 7^  2 or 
n 7^  4 is flat. 
6. Concircular Curvature Tensor 
In general, a geodesic circle (a curve whose first curvature is constant and 
second curvature is identically zero) does not transform into a geodesic circ le 
by the conformal transformation 
gij = ip'^Qij (33) 
of the fundamental tensor py. The transformation which preserves geodesic 
circles was first introduced by Yano [26]. The conformal transformation (33) 
satisfying the partial differential equation 
V'.tj = 4> gij (34) 
changes a geodesic circle into a geodesic circle. Such a transformation is 
known as the concircular transformation and the geometry which deals with 
such transformation is called the concircular geometry (cf., [26]). 
A (1,3) type tensor M{X,Y, Z) which remain invariant under concircular 
transformation, for a n-dimensional Riemannian space I4, is given by ([28]) 
M{X, y, Z) - R{X, Y, Z) - ^^_ ^^ [Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ (35) 
where R{X,Y,Z) = DxDyZ-DyDxZ-D^X,Y\Z {D being the Riemannian 
connection) is the Riemann curvature tensor and R, the scalar curvature. In 
local co-ordinates, equation (35) can be expressed as 
Kh = Kh - ^(^ _ ^^  (Sign - ^Ig^h) (36) 
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Also 
M{X, Y, Z, W) = RiX, Y, Z, W)- , ^ ^.[g{X, W)giY^ Z)-g{Y, W)g{X, Z)] 
n{n — 1) 
(37) 
or, in local co-ordinates, 
Mkjth = Rkjth 7——^[9khgji - 9jh9ki] (38) 
The curvature tensor M{X,Y,Z) or M{X,Y,Z,W) defined through 
equations (35) or (37) is known as concircular curvature tensor. 
6.1. Properties of Concircular Curvature Tensor 
The concircular curvature tensor has the following properties [ fiom 
equation (37)]: 
(i) M{X, Y, Z, W) = 'M{Y, X, Z, W) = -M{X, Y, W, Z) = M{Z, W, X, Y) 
(ii) M(X, r , Z, W) + M{X, Z, W, Y) + M{X, W, Y,Z)=0 
The concircular curvature tensor plays a key role in differential geometry 
of certain F-structures as is evident from the following results. 
Theorem 4 ([26]). The necessary and sufficient condition that a 
Riemannian space Vn may be reduced to a Euclidean space by a suitable 
concircular transformation is that the concircularly invariant tensor M' ,^ 
should vanish identically. 
Theorem 5 ([26]). A space of constant curvature is transformed into a space 
of constant curvature by a concircular transformation. 
Theorem 6 ([26]). An Einstein space is transformed into an Einstein space 
by a concircular transformation. 
Theorem 7 ([25]). If a complete Riemannian manifold V of dimension n > 2 
admits a concircular scalar field p, then N <2 and V is conformal to one of 
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the following manifolds: 
(A) if A'' = 0, a direct product ^ x J of a (n - l)-dimensional complete 
Riemannian manifold V with an open interval J of a-straight line, 
(B) if A' = 1, an n-dimensional Euclidean domain interior to an (n - 1)-
dimensional sphere, and consequently an n-dimensional hyperbolic space, 
and 
(C) if AT = 2, an n-dimensional spherical space. 
Theo rem 8 ([25]). Let F be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension 
n > 2 and suppose it admits a special concircular field p satisfying the 
equation 
V ^ V A p = {-kp + b)g^x-
Then V is one of the following manifolds: 
(I,A) if fc = 5 = 0, the direct product V x / of an (n — l)-dimensional 
complete Riemannian manifold V with a straight line /, 
(I,B) if A; = 0 but 6 7^  0, a Euclidean space, 
(II,A) if A; = -c^ < 0 and A" = 0, a pseudo-hyperbolic space of zero or 
negative type, 
(II,B) if fc = -c^ < 0 and A" = 1, a hyperbolic space of curvature —c ,^ and 
(III) if A; = c^  > 0, a spherical space of curvature c ,^ where c is a positive 
constant 
Theorem 9 ([25]). If a complete Riemannian manifold V of dimension 
n > 3 admits a non-isometric concircular vector field u, then V is one of 
the following manifolds: (I) a locally Euclidean manifold, (II,A) a pseudo-
hyperbolic space, (II,B) a hyperbolic space, (III) a spherical space, and (IV) 
a pseudo-Euclidean space. 
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Theorem 10 ([25]). If a complete Riemannian manifold V of dimension 
n > 3 admits a complete non-isometric concircular vector field, then V is a 
spherical space or a locally Euclidean manifold. In the later case, the vector 
field is homothetic. _ 
Theorem 11 ([10]). A (2n + l)-dimensional A''(K)-contact metric manifold 
V satisfies 
R{(,X)-M = 0 
if and only if V is locally isometric to the sphere S'^'^'^^l) or to £'""'""^  x 5'"(4). 
Where M denotes the concircular curvature tensor. 
Theorem 12 ([10]). Let \/2"+i be a concircularly symmetric A'^(K)-contact 
metric manifold.Then V is locally isometric to either E"+^ x 5"(4) or the 
sphere 52"+i(l). 
Theorem 13 ([10]). An A/'(K)-contact metric manifold with non-vanishing 
recurrent concircular curvature tensor does not exist. 
7. Space-matter Tensor 
Petrov [21] introduced a fourth rank tensor which satisfies all the algebraic 
properties of the Riemann curvature tensor and is more general than the 
Weyl conformal curvature tensor. This tensor is introduced as follows: 
Let the Einstein's field equations be 
Rab-^R 9ab = A Tab (39) 
where A is a constant and Taj, is the energy-momentum tensor. On contraction 
(39) yields 
\T=-R (40) 
Introduce a fourth order tensor 
Aabcd - -^[gac Tbd + gbd Tac - Qad The - Qbc Tad) (41) 
From the definition this tensor has the properties that 
^abcd = —Abacd = — Aabdc = Acdab (42) 
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+ Aadbc = 0 (43) 
Contraction of (41) over b and d^ields 
Aac = XTac+~T gac = XTac-- ^ac (44) 
Define a new fourth order tensor [21] 
Pabcd ^ Robed - Aabcd + (^{.gacObd " 9ad9bc) ( 45 ) 
This tensor is known as space-matter tensor. The first part of this tensor 
represents the curvature of the space and the second part represents the 
distribution and motion of the matter. This tensor has the following prop-
erties: 
(i) Pabcd = —Pbacd — — Pabdc = Pcdab, Pabcd + Pacdb + Padbc = 0 
( i i ) Pac = Rac- >^Tac+ ^ gac + ^CFQac = ( ^ + 3a)c/ac = (3cr - r ) ^ ^ , . 
(iii) If the distribution and the motion of the matter, i.e., Tab and the space-
matter tensor, Pabcd are given, then Rabcd, the curvature of the space is 
determined to within the scalar a. 
(iv) liTab — O and a = 0, then Pabcd is the curvature of the empty spacetime. 
(v) If Qab, the metric tensor, a, the scalar and Pabcd are known, then Tab can 
be determined uniquely. 
8. Spaces of constant Curvature 
A Riemannian space Ki (n > 2) is defined to be a space of constant curvature 
if its Riemannian curvature tensor has the form 
Rijki = —[gikQji — gtigjk] 
or 
Rt]ki = K{gikgji - gtigjk) 
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where K is a function of co-ordinates. 
~~ We also have 
Theorem 14 ([7]). If at each point of a Riemannian space K ('T' > 2), the 
Riemann curvature is a function of the co-ordinates only then it is constant 
throughout V„. 
This theorem is known as Schur's theorem and Ki on which this theorem 
holds is called a spaces of constant curvature. 
Theorem 15 ([7]). A conharmonically flat spacetime is of constant curvature. 
9. Einstein Space 
A Riemannian space Vn {n > 2) is defined to be an Einstein space if its Ricci 
tensor has the form 
Kj = ocg^J (46) 
where a is a scalar. Multiplying equation (46) by g'^^ we get 
g''^R^J = ag'^g^j 
which gives R = an so that a = f 
Thus for an Einstein space, from equation (46), we have 
R.J = -Rg^, (47) 
10. Codazzi tensor 
A symmetric (0,2) type tensor field B on a Riemannian manifold {V,g) is 
said to be a Codazzi tensor if it satisfies the Codazzi equation 
{VXB){Y,Z)^{\/YB){X,Z) (48) 
for arbitrary vector fields X, Y and Z. In local co-ordinates, this equation 
can be expressed as 
Bxj^k — -Bjfcj (48a) 
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10.1. Examples of Codazzi tensors 
Codazzi tensors appear in a natural way in many geometric situations:( [11] ) 
Example 1 . The simplest Codazzi tensors are parallel ones; non-trivial 
(i.e., not proportional to the metric) tensors of this type exist only in locally 
reducible manifolds. 
Example 2 . For a space (V, g) of constant sectional curvature n and any 
function / on 1 ,^ the formula B = Vdf + KJg defines a Codazzi tensor. As 
shown by Ferus [13], every Codazzi tensor in a space of constant curvature 
is, locally, of this type. 
Example 3 . The second fundamental form of any hypersurface {V, g) in 
a space of constant curvature is a Codazzi tensor (non-trivial, unless V is 
totally umbilic). 
Example 4 .Let {V, g) be a conformally flat manifold, and let n — dimV > 3. 
Then B = Ric— (2n—2)"^Scal.p is a Codazzi tensor (non-trivial, unless {V, g) 
is of constant curvature). In fact, for n = 3, the Codazzi equation for B is 
equivalent to the conformal flatness of ^, while, for n > 4, the Weyl conformal 
tensor C of any Riemannian n-manifold satisfies the well-known divergence 
formula 
(n - 2)V''Crkij = (n - 3){WiBkj - VjBki) 
We also have 
Theorem 16 ([H])- Let 5 be a Codazzi tensor on a Riemannian manifold 
(y,g). For any x e V and arbitrary eigenvalues A,/x of Bx, the subspace 
VXAV^ oi A'^TXV is invariant under the curvature operator R^ G EndA^T^^ 
In other words, given eigenvalues X,ij,,v o{ Bx and vectors X e Vx,Y G 
Vf^, Z G K, we have 
R{X, Y)Z = 0 
provided that A, //, i^  are mutually distinct or X = fi^ u. 
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Theorem 17 ([U]). Let S be a Codazzi tensor on a four-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold {V,g). The Pontryagin form Pi of {V,g) then satis-
fies the relation 
Pi®{B- -TracS.Id) = 0. 
11. Killing vectors and conformal Killing vector field 
The vectors C{^) which are the solutions of the Killing equation 
AP^J = ^^ J + ^J.^ = ^ (49) 
are called the Killing vectors. 
A vector field ^ obeying equation 
{CM^,Y) = 2ng{X,Y) (50) 




CONCIRCULAR CURVATURE T E N S O R 
1. Introduction 
In general, a geodesic circle (a curve whose first curvature is constant and 
second curvature is identically zero) does not transform into a geodesic circle 
by the conformal transformation 
9ij = i^'^Qij (1) 
of the fundamental tensor p,j. The transformation which preserves geodesic 
circles was first introduced by Yano [26]. The conformal transformation (1) 
satisfying the partial differential equation 
V',.j = <P 9i3 (2) 
changes a geodesic circle into a geodesic circle. Such a transformation is 
known as the concircular transformation and the geometry which deals with 
such transformation is called the concircular geometry (cf., [26]) 
A (1,3) type tensor M{X,Y, Z) which remain invariant under concircular 
transformation, for a n-dimensional Riemannian space Vn-, is given by Yano 
and Kon [28] 
M(X, F, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [Xg{Y, Z)-Yg{X,Z)] (3) 
where R{X, Y, Z) = DxDyZ- DyDxZ - D^xx\Z {D being the Riemannian 
connection) is the Riemann curvature tensor and R, the scalar curvature. In 
local co-ordinates, equation (3) can be expressed as 
Also 
M{X, Y, Z, W) = R{X, Y^, W)- / [ [giX, W)g{Y, Z)-g{Y, W)g{X, Z)] 
(5) 
or, in local co-ordinates, 
D 
Mkjih = Rk3ih—-,——rrigkhgjt - gjhgki] (6) 
The curvature tensor M{X,Y,Z) or M{X,Y,Z,W) defined through 
equations (3) or (5) is known as concircular curvature tensor. The 
contraction of equation (4) over t and h leads to 
Mj, = Rjr gj, (7) 
which is also invariant under concircular transformation. Moreover, 
g'^M,, = 0. 
A manifold whose concircular curvature vanishes at every point is called 
a concircularly flat manifold. 
The importance of concircular transformation and concircular curvature 
tensor is very well known in differential geometry of certain F-structures 
such as complex, almost complex, Kahler, almost Kahler, contact and almost 
contact structures etc.(cf., [10], [25] and [28]). In this Chapter, the relativistic 
significance of this tensor has been investigated. The spacetimes satisfying 
Einstein field equations (with and without a cosmological term) and hav-
ing zero concircular curvature tensor have been studied and the existence of 
Killing and conformal Killing vectors have been established for such space-
times. The divergence of concircular curvature tensor has also been studied 
in detail for spacetimes with and without a perfect fluid source. It is seen 
(among many other results) that if concircular curvature is divergence-free 
and the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type then the spacetime is of constant 
curvature; while for a perfect fluid spacetime having divergence-free 
concircular curvature tensor, a necessary and sufficient condition has been 
obtained in terms of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) model. 
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2. Spacetimes with vanishing concircular curvature tensor 
Let V4 be the spacetime of general relativity, then from equations (4) and 
(6), we have 
M',,, = RU-^{6lg,.-6lg,H) (8) 
Mkjih = Rkjxh — r^igkhgji - gjhgki) (9) 
Prom these equations, it is evident that a V4 with vanishing concircular 
curvature tensor is a space of constant curvature. Thus, the concircular 
curvature tensor can be thought of as the failure of a Riemannian manifold 
V4 to be of constant curvature. The deviation from the concircular flatness 
is measured by (cf., [27]) 
M - sup A 
where J^^ — Y^X^ —Y^X^, X, Y being two mutually orthogonal unit vectors 
Also 
A — — A 
Also, if the concircular curvature tensor vanishes identically then from 
equation (8) for a F4, we have 
Rjh = -^gjh (10) 
which shows a concircularly-fiat spacetime is an Einstein space. This 
equation in index-free notation, can be expressed as 
Ric{X,Y) = ^g{X,Y) (10a) 
Remark: The spaces of constant curvature play a significant role in 
cosmology. The simplest cosmological model is obtained by making the 
assumption that the universe is isotropic and homogeneous. This is known 
as cosmological principle. This principle, when translated into the language 
of Riemannian geometry, asserts that the three dimensional position space is 
a space of maximal symmetry ([24]), that is, a space of constant curvature 
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whose curvature depends upon time. The cosmological solutions of Einstein 
equations which contain a three dimensional space-like surface of a constant 
curvature are the Robertson-Walker metrics, while four dimensional space of 
constant curvature is the de Sitter model of the universe, (cf., [20], [24]). 
In general theory of relativity, the curvature tensor describing the 
gravitational field consists of two parts, viz., the matter part and the free 
gravitational part. The interaction between these parts is described through 
Bianchi identities. For a given distribution of matter, the construction of 
gravitational potential satisfying Einstein field equations is the principal aim 
of all investigations in gravitational physics; and this has often been achieved 
by imposing symmetries on the geometry compatible with the dynamics of 
the chosen distribution of matter. The geometrical symmetries of the space-
time are expressed through the equation 
C^A-2n A = 0 (11) 
where A represents a geometrical/physical quantity, £^ denotes the Lie 
derivative with respect to the vector field ^ and fi is a scalar. 
One of the most simple and widely used example is the metric 
inheritance symmetry for which A = gij in equation (11); and for this 
case ^" is Killing vector (KV) if Q, is zero ( for a comprehensive review of 
symmetry inheritance and related results, see [6] ). We shall now investigate 
the role of such symmetry inheritance for a space V4 with vanishing concir-
cular curvature tensor. 
Let Ric(X, Y) ^ 0 and the Einstein field equations with a cosmological 
term are 
Ric(X, Y) - ^-RgiX, Y) + Ag{X, Y) = kT{X, Y) (12) 
for all vector fields X,Y. Here Ric(X, Y) denotes the Ricci tensor, T{X, Y) 
is the energy-momentum tensor, A the cosmological constant and k the non-
zero gravitational constant. From equation (10a), equation (12) leads to 
{A-'^R)g{X,Y) = kT{X,Y) (13) 
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Since R is constant for a concircularly-fiat spacetime, taking the Lie 
derivative of both sides of equation (13), we get 
{A-\R) {C^9){X, Y) = k {C^T){X, Y) - (14) 
If ^ is a Killing vector, then 
(A^)(x,y) = o (15) 
and thus equation (14) leads to 
{C^T){X,Y) = 0 (16) 
Conversely, if equation (16) holds and since A, k and R are constants then 
from equation (14), we get ^ as a Killing vector. 
Thus, we can state the following: 
Theorem 1. For a concircularly-flat spacetime satisfying Einstein field 
equations with a cosmological term, there exists a Killing vector field ^ if 
and only if the Lie derivative of the energy-momentum tensor with respect 
to ^ vanishes. 
Since concircular curvature tensor is invariant under special type of 
conformal transformation, we shall now find the role of conformal Killing 
vector fields for a concircularly-flat spacetime. A vector field ^ obeying 
equation 
iC^g){X,Y)^2ng{X,Y) (17) 
is called a conformal Killing vector field, where fi is a scalar function. 
FVom equation (14) and (17), we have 
2(A --^R)n g{X, Y) = k (C^ T){X, Y) (18) 
which from equation (13) leads to 
{C^T)iX,Y) = 2nT{X,Y) (19) 
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and we say that the energy-momentum tensor has the symmetry inheritance 
property. Conversely, if equation (19) holds then equation (17) also holds. 
Thus, we can state the following^ 
T h e o r e m 2. A concircularly-flat spacetime obeying the Einstein field 
equations with a cosmological term admits a conformal Killing vector field 
if and only if the energy-momentum tensor has the symmetry inheritance 
property. 
We shall now consider a perfect fluid spacetime with vanishing 
concircular curvature tensor. The energy-momentum tensor T{X, Y) of a 
perfect fluid is given by 
T{X, Y) = {fx + p) A{X) A{Y) + p g{X, Y) (20) 
where fx is the energy density, p, the isotropic pressure and A{X) is a non-
zero 1-form such that g{X, U) — A[X) for all X, U being the velocity vector 
field of the flow, that is, g{U, U) = -I. Also ^i + p ^0. 
From equations (13) and (20), we have 
(A - I - /c p) g{X, y) = fc (M + P) MX) A{Y) (21) 
A contraction of equation (21) over X and Y leads to 
R = AA-3kp+kfx (22) 
Now, put X=Y=U in equation (21) to get 
R^4{\ + k fi) (23) 
A comparison of equation (22) and (23) yields fi + p = 0 which means that 
either /.t = 0, p = 0 (empty spacetime) or the perfect fluid satisfies the 
vacuum-like equation of state [17]. 
We can thus have the following: 
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Theorem 3. If a spacetime satisfying Einstein field equations with a 
cosmological term has vanishing concircular curvature then the matter 
contents of the spacetime satisfies the vacuum-Uke equation of state. 
For a Riemannian space to be a Euclidean spsice, we have the following. 
Theorem 4. A concircularly-flat spacetime with energy-momentum tensor 
of electromagnetic field is a Euclidean spacetime. 
Proof. The Einstein field equations are given by 
Ii^j-\R9rj = k T,, (24 1 
Contraction of equation (24) with g^^ leads to 
R = ~kT (25) 
and equation (24) may then be expressed as 
R^3 = KZj - I g^J T) (26) 
We know that the energy-momentum tensor for an electromagnetic field is 
given by 
T^, = -F,k F^ + ^ g,, Fpk F^ (27) 
where F^k represents the antisymmetric electromagnetic field tensor satisfying 
Maxwell's equations (F[„,fc] = 0, F'/ = 0). Prom equation (27) it is evident 
that Tl = T — Q and the Einstein equations for a purely electromagnetic 
distribution takes the form 
ttij ^ 1^ -Li] (2o) 
Also since T = 0, equation (25) yields 
i? = 0 (29) 
Thus, from equation (8), we have 
RU = 0 
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which shows that the spacetime is flat. This completes the proof. 
Note: This theorem points towards the conditions under which a 
Riemannian space can be reduced to a Euchdean space (see also Yano [26]). 
3. Divergence-free concircular curvature tensor and fluid space-
times 
A symmetric (0,2) type tensor field B on a Riemannian manifold (V,g) is 
said to be a Codazzi tensor if it satisfies the Codazzi equation 
{VXB){Y,Z)^{VY B){X,Z) (30) 
for arbitrary vector fields X, Y and Z. 
In local co-ordinates, this equation can be expressed as 
Bij,k = -Bifcj (30a) 
The geometrical and topological consequences of the existence of a non-trivial 
Codazzi tensor on a Riemannian manifold have been studied by Derdzinski 
and Shen [11]. The simplest Codazzi tensors are paraUel one. 
3.1. Concircular curvature tensor and Codazzi tensor 
Here we shall prove a number of theorems concerning the Codazzi tensor and 
the divergence of concircular curvature tensor and we have 
Theorem 5. If a spacetime satisfying Einstein field equations has an energy-
momentum tensor of Codazzi type and the scalar curvature is constant, then 
the Ricci tensor is conserved. 
Proof. Taking the covariant derivative of both sides of Einstein's equations 
(24), we have 
Rzj,k - Rzk,3 = KTi],k - Tik,j) + -AQIJ R,k - Qik R,j) (31) 
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If Til is a Codazzi tensor, then equation (31) leads to 
- y 
Rij,k - Rik.j = -^{gij R,k - 9ik R,j) (32) 
which on multiplying by p'-' leads to 
K,--\Rk (33) 
so that if the scalar curvature is constant, then Ricci tensor is conserved. 
Theorem 6. If the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type and the scalar curvature 
is constant then the concircular curvature tensor is divergence-free. 
Proof. The divergence of concircular curvature tensor, from equation (8), 
can be expressed as 
Kt^,t = RU,i - ^{9jrR,k - 9jnR,) (34) 
which from contracted Bianchi identities takes the form 
^jth,t = Rjhh - Rjh,i - T^{9jiR,h - 9jhR,i) (35) 
If the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type and the scalar curvature is constant, 
then equation (35) leads to 
that is, the concircular curvature tensor is divergence-free. 
Theorem 7. If the divergence of the concircular curvature tensor vanishes 
and the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type, then the spacetime is of constant 
curvature. 
Proof. If the divergence of the concircular curvature tensor vanishes and 
the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type, then equation (35) leads to 
{gjtR^h - gjhR,z)==0 
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which on multipUcation by g^^ leads to R^h = 0; and thus the spacetime is of 
constant curvature. 
Theorem 8. If the energy-momentum tensor Tj^  is of Codazzi type and 
T is constant, then the spacetime has divergence-free concircular curvature 
tensor. 
Proof. Using equation (26) in equation (35), we have 
5k 
Ml,n,t = KTjr,h - T,f,,) + -{g,HT, - g,,Tn) (36) 
If the energy-momentum tensor T^ j is of Codazzi type and T is constant, 
equation (36) leads to 
which completes the proof. 
3.2. Perfect fluid spacetime and Concircular curvature tensor 
For a spacetime with perfect fluid distribution, we have 
Theorem 9. If for a perfect fluid spacetime, the divergence of concircular 
curvature tensor vanishes and the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi 
type then (/x — 3p) is constant. 
Proof. The energy-momentum tensor of a perfect fluid is given by [cf.. 
equation (20)] 
Tp = in + p) UjU^ + p gj, (37) 
which leads to 
r = - / i + 3p (38) 
If Mj,^ t = 0 and T,, is a Codazzi type, then equation (36) together with 
equation (38) leads to 
9]h{-i^ + 3p),j - gjt{-ti + Zp)^h = 0 
which on multiplication with g^^ yields 
( / / -3p) , , = 0 (39) 
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That is 
(/x — 3p) = constant (40) 
which completes the proof. 
If the constant in equation (40) is chosen to be zero, then we have 
Corollary 1. If the energy-momentum tensor for a divergence-free 
concircular fluid spacetime is of Codazzi type, then the resultmg spacetime 
is filled with radiation. 
We now consider a perfect fluid spacetime in which the divergence of the 
concircular curvature tensor vanishes. If Mj^f^^ = 0, then from equation (36). 
we have (take k = 1) 
5 5 
j^t,/» ~ Y2^3t'^A = Tjh,i - YJ^gjhT^i (41) 
which from equation (37) and (38) leads to 
5 
(// + p)^kUj u^ + {fi + p)uj^h Ut + (/i + p)^ Xj u,,h + p^h Oji - -rzgji{-jJi + 3p)j, 
5 
= {lJ'+P),iUj Uh + {p.+p)Uj^, Uf, + {lJ,+p)Uj Uh,^+P,l t / j f e -—pj / t ( - / / + 3p),j (42) 
Multiplication of equation (42) with u^ leads to 
5 
(// + p)Uj Ur + {fX + p)Uj U^ + {^l+ p)Uj Ur + p gJ^ - ^^{'1^ + MOn 
5 
+(/x + p),,Uj + (^-f p)wj,,-p,t •Uj + — ( - / i + 3p),jWj = 0 (43) 
where an overhead dot denotes covariant derivative along the fluid flow vec-
tor Ui (that is, u'^Ui^k ~ "D etc.). 
We know that the conservation equation T^ = 0 leads to 
(/x + p)ui = —p^i — pui (force equation) (44) 
and 
A = - ( / / + P)w't = -{jji + p) 9 (energy equation) (45) 
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where 6 is the expansion scalar. Also, the covariant derivative of the unit 
flow vector can be decomposed as ([12]) _ 
^JJ = o^C^^l + ""'"j) ~ ^«"j + ^U + ^^3 (4< '^) 
where iii is the acceleration vector, a^j, the symmetric shear tensor and u^^, 
the vorticity or rotation tensor. 
Using equation (44) in (43), we get 
(// - p)uj u^ + {^i- p)^tUj - p^ju^ + pgji + (// + P)MJ,J 
- ^ ( - / ^ + 3p)g,^ + -i-fi + 2,p)^,u, = 0 (47) 
which on multiplication with u^ reduces to 
5 . 5 
(/i - p)u^ + (// - p),, + — ( - / / + Zp)u, + Y^(-Ai + 3p).z = 0 (48) 
This equation is satisfied only when 
(M-P),t = - ( M - P K (49) 
and 
(-M + 3p),, = - ( - / / + 3 p K (49a) 
Using force equation (44) and equation (49), we get 
(/i + p)u^ = -(m^ - /Li,i (50) 
Prom force equation (44) and equation (49a), we have 
/«,j = -3( /X + p)Ui - (// - 6p)Ur (51) 
Using equation (49) in equation (47), we get 
5 • 5 
-Pj^t + pgji + (^ + p)wj,t -Y2^-f' + Mgji + Y ^ ( ~ ^ + 3p),t^j = o (52) 
Contracting this equation by g^'^, we get 
P = -^{^l + P)0 + - ( - / i + 3p) - -^(-fi + 3p)X (53) 
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which on using energy equation (45) reduces to 
P = 3A+—(-Ai + 3 p ) X (54) 
Also, from force equation (44) and equation (52), we have 
5 • 5 
(55) 
Moreover, from equations (53) and (49a), equation (55) can be expressed as 
n 
{H + p)[uj,i + iijU, - -{gJ^ + UJU^)] = 0 (56) 
Ekjuation (56) suggests that either 
/x + p = 0 (56a) 
or 
Uj^i + iijUi - -{gji + UjUi) = 0 (566) 
From equations (53) and (45), we also have 
—/i + 3p = constant (56c) 
Prom equation (56a) either ^ = 0,p = 0 (neither matter nor radiation) or 
the perfect fluid satisfies vacuum-like equation of state ([17]) 
While from equation (56b), we have 
""j.j = o ("j^» + 9ji) - UjUi (57) 
Comparing equations (46) and (57), we get 
Cr.j +UJij =0 (58) 
which is satisfied only when o-jj = 0, LJ^J — 0 
Consider now equation (42) and use equations (50) and (56b), we have 
1 \ 0 ^ 
VA^3 '^i-^9jt)-pA^j Uh-^gJh) + :^{^^ + p){gJhU^-gJ^Uh)-~ifl + p)uhgJ^ 
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5 5 
+ —(/i + p)u^gJh - Y^Kgji^h - gJhU^) = 0 (59) 
which on miiltipUcation with g^^ reduces to 
7 5 5 
--Ph- puk - 0{n + v)uh - 7 (/^  + P)^h - -fiUh = 0 (60) 
4 4 4 
Using equations (44) and (53), equation (60) leads to 
[fi + p)uh = 0 
Since fj. + p y^ 0, thus 
ilk = 0 (61) 
Therefore, if ^ + p 7^  0 then the above considerations [cf., equations (56), 
(58) and (61)] show that the fluid is shear-free, rotation-free, acceleration-
free and the energy density and pressure are constant over the space-like 
hyper-surface orthogonal to the fluid four velocity. On the other hand, if the 
perfect fluid does not obey the vacuum-like equation of state and (/^-|-p) = 0 
(that is, /x = 0, p = 0) then Mj,^ j = 0. Also, from equations (37) and (38), 
we have 
5 
{TJ^,h-TJh,^) + ^{gJhT,^-gJ^T^h) = [ ( M + P ) ^ J W,+P5jj],^ - [ ( ^ + p ) U j Uh+P5j/i],i 
5 
+ -:^\93h{-^l + 3p),» - Pjr(-M + 3p),/i] (62) 
Now, if the fluid is shear-free, rotation-free, acceleration-free and the 
energy density and pressure are constant over the space-like hyper-surface 
orthogonal to the fluid flow vector then using equations (49a), (51), (54), 
(57), (58) and (61) in equation (62) it can easily be verified that the diver-
gence of concircular curvature tensor vanishes. 
It may be noted that vanishing of shear, rotation and acceleration of 
the fluid and constantness of energy density and pressure over the space-
like hyper-surface orthogonal to the fluid flow vector are the conditions for 
a spacetime to represent Priedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model 
provided that {jJi + p) 7^  0. 
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Summing up these discussions, we can therefore state the following: 
Theorem 10. The necessary and sufficient condition for a perfect fluid 
spacetime to have divergence-free concircular curvature tensor is that either 
{fj. + p) = 0 (which is an Einstein space) or the spacetime is Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker model satisfying {fj, — 3p) = constant. 
We conclude this section with following: , 
Theorem 11. For a spacetime with purely electromagnetic distribution, the 
divergence of concircular curvature tensor vanishes if and only if the energy-
momentum tensor is of Codazzi type. 
The proof follows from equations (27) and (36). 
4. Conclusion 
In this Chapter, the relativistic significance of concircular curvature 
tensor has been investigated. The spacetimes satisfying Einstein field 
equations (with and without a cosmological term) and having zero concircular 
curvature tensor have been studied and the existence of Killing and conformal 
Killing vectors have been established for such spacetimes. The divergence 
of concircular curvature tensor has also been studied in detail for space-
times with and without a perfect fluid source. It is seen (among many other 
results) that if concircular curvature is divergence-free and the Ricci tensor 
is of Codazzi type then the spacetime is of constant curvature; while for a 
perfect fluid spacetime having divergence-free concircular curvature tensor, a 





CONHARMONIC CURVATURE "TENSOR 
1. Introduction 
If V and V are two Riemannian spaces with g^^ and g^^ being their metric 
tensors related through equation 
where 0 is a real function of co-ordinates, then Y and Y are called 
conformal spaces and the correspondence between Y and V is known as 
conformal transformation ([7]). 
It IS known that a harmonic function is defined as a function wli()S(^  
Laplacian vanishes. In general, a harmonic function does not transform into A 
harmonic function.The condition under which the harmonic functions rem,im 
invariant have been studied by Ishii [16] who introduced the conharmonic 
transformation as a sub group of the conformal transformation (1) satisfying 
the condition 
(/>:, + 0 , </.; = 0 (2) 
A rank four tensor L* ^ that remains invariant under conharmonic 
transformation, for a n-dimensional Riemannian differentiable manifold Ki, 
is given by ([19]) 
^U- = ^U - ; ^ {9r, R\ - 9rk R\ + ^i Rrj ' 5] R.,) (3) 
where R\j^. is the Riemann curvature tensor and /?jj, the Ricci tensor. In the 
index-free notation, equation (3) can be expressed as 
L{X, Y, Z) = RiX, Y, Z) - - ^ \g{Y, Z)R(X) - g{X, Z)^{Y) 
+XRic(y, Z) ~ rRic(X, Z)\ (4) 
where R{X, Y, Z) = DxDyZ -DyDxZ- D[X,Y\Z ( D being the Riemannian 
connection) is the Riemann curvature tensor and Ric(X, Y) = g{R{X),Y} is 
the Ricci tensor. Also 
L{XXZ,W) = R{X,Y,Z,W) ^--[g{Y,Z)mc{X,W)-g{X,Z)Kic{Y,W) 
ft Ci 
+5(x, iy)Ric(y, z) - g(y, i^ )Ric(A^ z)] (5) 
or, in local co-ordinates, 
Lhijk = Rhi]k ~;^ {§13 Rhk - Qhj Rik + 9hk Ri] - 9ik Rhj) (6) 
where R{X,Y,Z,W) = g{R{X,Y,Z),W) or, in local co-ordinates, 
Rhi]k = Qht R\jk- It may be noted that the contraction of equation (3) 
1 
n — 2 Lxj = 7sR9i3 (7) 
is also invariant under condition (2) ([16]). 
The curvature tensor defined by equations (3)/(4) or (5)/(6) is known 
as conharmonic curvature tensor. A manifold whose conharmonic curvature 
tensor vanishes at every point is called conharmonically-flat manifold. Thus, 
this tensor represents the deviation of the manifold from conharmonic flat-
ness. 
In the differential geometry of certain F-structures (for example, com-
plex, almost complex, Kahler, almost Kahler, structures, etc.) the impor-
tance of conharmonic curvature tensor is very well known (cf.,[19],[28]). The 
relativistic significance of this tensor has been established in this Chapter 
and it is seen that a conharmonically-flat spacetime of general relativity is an 
Einstein space and consequently a space of constant curvature.The existence 
of Killing and conformal Killing vector fields for the spacetime of general 
relativity, satisfying Einstein field equations with a cosmological term and 
having vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor have been established. Per-
fect fluid cosmological models with vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor, 
along with some special cases (radiative perfect fluid and dust models), have 
been studied. The divergence of conharmonic tensor has also been discussed 
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and the conditions under which conharmonic tensor is conserved, have been 
obtained. 
2. Spacetime with vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor 
Let V4 be the spacetime of general relativity, then from equation (4), we have 
L{X, y, Z) = R{X, y.Z)-\ [g(y, Z ) R ( X ) - g{X, Z)R(y) 
+XRic(y, Z) - yRic(X, Z)\ (8) 
If L(X, y, Z) = 0, then equation (8) leads to 
R{x, y, z) = i[p(y, z)R{x) - g{x, z)R(y) + XRic(y, z) - yRic(x, z)] 
(9) 
which in local co-ordinates, can be expressed as 
Kk = \ ^9r3 Rl - ^] R^k + SlK,~ g,, R]) (9«) 
2 
The contraction of equation (9a) yields 
D 
-Rtfc = - 7 gik (10) 
or, in index-free notation 
Kic{X,Z) = -^g{X,Z) (10a) 
where R is the scalar curvature. 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 1. A conharmonically-flat spacetime is an Einstein space. 
Also, from equation (9a), we have 
Rhi3k = Qht Rljk = 2 (dij Rhk - 9hj Rik + Qhk Rio - Oik Rhj) (11) 
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which from equation (10) reduces to 
Rhijk = 7 {ghj Qik - 9xj 9hk) (12) 
or, 
R{X,Y,Z,W) = ^ [g{X,Z)g{Y,W) - g{Y,Z)g{X,W)] (12a) 
We thus have 
Theorem 2. A conharmonically-flat spacetime is of constant curvature. 
Remarks : 
(i) The significance of the spaces of constant curvature is very well known 
in cosmology. The simplest cosmological model of the universe is obtained 
by making the assumption that the universe is isotropic and homogeneous 
This is known as cosmological principle. By isotropy we mean that all spa 
tial directions are equivalent, while homogeneity means that it is impossible 
to distinguish one place in the universe from the other. That is in the ves"^ 
system of matter there is no preferred point and no preferred direction, thi^  
three dimensional space being constituted in the same way everywhere. This 
cosmological principle, when translated into the language of Riemannian 
geometry, asserts that the three dimensional position space is a space of 
maximal symmetry [ a space is of maximal symmetry if it has maximum 
number of KiUing vector fields; and the maximum number of Killing vector 
fields in a Riemannian space of dimension n is | n (n + 1)], that is, a space of 
constant curvature whose curvature depends upon time. 
The cosmological solutions of Einstein equations which contain a three 
dimensional space-like surface of a constant curvature are the Robertson-
Walker metrics, while a four dimensional space of constant curvature is the 
de Sitter model of the universe, de Sitter model possess a three dimensional 
space of constant curvature tensor and thus belongs to Robertson-Walker 
metrics ( for further details, see [20] ). 
These discussions clearly point towards the relativistic significance of 
the conharmonic curvature tensor and conharmonal flatness. Moreover, from 
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Theorem 2, the conharmonic curvature tensor represents the deviation of the 
spacetime manifold V4 from the constant curvature. The deviation from the 
conharmonal flatness is measured by 
L — supA A^jA'^ 
where A'^'^ = Y'^X'^—Y'^X^, X, Y being two mutually orthogonal unit vectors 
Also 
A — — 4 j^tj •''•J I 
(ii) Consider the covariant derivative of equation (10), we get 
Multiplying this equation by g''^, we have 
Contraction w.r.t. indices h and i leads to 
Rj = 0 (13) 
which shows that the scalar curvature of the spacetime is constant. 
In general theory of relativity, the curvature tensor describing the 
gravitation field consists of two parts, viz., the matter part and the free grav-
itational part. The interaction between these two parts is described through 
the Bianchi identities. For a given distribution of matter, the construction of 
gravitation potential satisfying Einstein field equations is the principal aim of 
all investigations in gravitational physics; and this has often be achieved by 
imposing symmetries on the geometry compatible with the dynamics of the 
chosen distribution of matter. The geometrical symmetries of the spacetime 
are expressible through the equation of the form 
£^A-2nA = 0 (14) 
where A represents a geometrical/physical quantity, £^ denotes the Lie 
derivative with respect to the vector field ^° ( this vector field may be time-
like, space-hke or null ), and f] is a scalar. 
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One of the most simple and widely used example is the metric 
inheritance symmetry for which A = gi-, in equation (14); and for this case ^" 
is Kilhng vector (KV) if Q is zero ( for a comprehensive review of symmetry 
inheritance and related results, see [6] ). In what follows, we shall explore 
the role of such symmetry inheritance for a spacetime V4 with vanishmg 
conharmonic curvature tensor. 
Prom equation (6), it is evident that, for a V4, the first part of the con-
harmonic curvature tensor represents the curvature of the spacetime and the 
second part the distribution and motion of the matter. The conharmonic 
curvature tensor has the following properties [ from equation (5)]: 
(i) L{X,Y,Z,W) = -L{Y,X,Z,W) = ~L{X,Y,W,Z) ^ L{Z,W,X,Y) 
(ii) L{X, y, Z, W) + L(X, Z, W, Y) + L(X, W, Y,Z) = 0 
(iii) If Ric(X, Y) = 0, then L{X, Y, Z, W) = R{X, Y, Z, W) 
Let Ric(X, y ) 7^  0 and the distribution and motion of the matter be 
related through the Einstein field equations with a cosmological term 
Rij- -Rg^j + K g,j=k T^ (15) 
where /c is a constant, A is the cosmological constant and Tij is the energy-
momentum tensor. 
Prom equation (10), equation (15) reduces to 
(A - - i?) g,, = k Z, (16) 
Since R is constant by virtue of equation (13), taking the Lie derivative of 
both sides of equation (16), we get 
iA--R)C^g,j = kC^Z, (17) 
where C^ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector ^. If ^ is a 
Killing vector, then 
JC^QZJ = 0 (18) 
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and thus equation (17) leads to 
A^ , , = 0 (19) 
Conversely, if equation (19) holds and since k, A and R are constants then 
from equation (17) C^Qij = 0. Hence ^ is a KilUng vector field. 
We can thus state the following: 
Theorem 3. For a conharmonically-flat spacetime admitting the Einsteni 
field equations with a cosmological term, there exists a Killing vector field ( 
if and only if the Lie derivative of the energy-momentum tensor with respect 
to ^ vanishes. 
If a point transformation in a Riemannian manifold does not change the 
angle between two arbitrary vectors of the manifold, the transformation is 
known to be a conformal motion or a conformal transformation ( cf, equation 
(1)). For a 1-parameter group of transformations generated by the vector field 
^ = C ^t to admit a group of conformal transformation, it is necessary and 
sufficient that ^ satisfy the equation ( cf., [27]) 
£^g^, = 2ftg,, (20) 
where Jl is a scaler function. A vector field ^ satisfying equation (20) is called 
a conformal Killing vector field (CKV). 
Since conharmonic curvature tensor is invariant under special type of 
conformal transformations, it is worthwhile to investigate the role of CKV 
for a conharmonically-flat spacetime. 
Using equation (20) in equation (17), we have 
2{A~^ R)ng,^=kC^Z, (21) 
which from equation (16) reduces to 
kC^T^J = 2 Q T,, (22) 
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FYom equation (22) we say that the energy-momentum tensor has the 
symmetry inheritance property. Conversely, if equation (22) holds then it 
follows that equation (20) holds. 
Thus, we have the following: 
Theorem 4. A conharmonically-fiat spacetime satisfying the Einstein field 
equations with a cosmological term admits a conformal Kilhng vector field 
if and only if the energy-momentum tensor has the symmetry inheritance 
property. 
3. Cosmological models with vanishing conharmonic curvature 
tensor 
Soon after obtaining the field equations of general relativity, Emstein applied 
these equations to find a model of universe. The universe on a large scale 
shows isotropy and homogeneity and the matter contents of the universe 
( stars, galaxies, nebulas etc ) can be assumed to be that of a perfect fluid. 
We shall now consider perfect fluid spacetimes with vanishing 
conharmonic curvature tensor. The energy-momentum tensor T^., of a perfect 
fluid is given by 
Zj = (i^ + p) u^Uj+p g^J (23) 
where ^ is the energy density, p the isotropic pressure and Ui the fluid flow 
velocity vector such that Ui w' = — 1. We have seen in the previous section 
that the Einstein field equations (15) with a vanishing conharmonic curvature 
tensor leads to equation (16). That is 
(A - ^ i?) g,j = k Z, (16) 
From equation (23) this equation leads to 
3 
{A- -R~k p) gtj =k {fj, + p) u^ u^ (24) 
Multiplying this equation by ^ ' \ we get 
3 
4 {k~ - R~kp) 5\=k{^l + p)u^ Uj (24) 
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which on contracting with 1 and j yields 
3 R^4A + k{fi-3p) (25) 
Moreover, multiplying equation (24) by u' and using u, u' = -I, we get 
3 R = iA + Ak 1^ (26) 
Combining equation (25) and (26), we get 
/i + p = 0 (27) 
which means that either /^  = p = 0 (empty spacetime) or the fluid spacetime 
satisfying vacuum-like equation of state. 
Thus, we can state the following 
Theorem 5. For a spacetime with vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor 
and satisfying Einstein field equation with a cosmological term, the matter 
contents of the spacetime satisfies the vacuum-like equation of state 
Special cases: 
(i) it is known that ([12]) for a radiative perfect fluid spacetime ( when 
/i = 3p) the resulting universe must be isotropic and homogeneous. Thus, 
if we take fx = 3p and proceed as above, then Theorem (5) leads to the 
following: 
Corollary 1 . A spacetime with vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor and 
satisfying Einstein field equations with a cosmological term is an isotropic 
and homogeneous spacetime if the energy density of the fluid does not vanish. 
(ii) Cosmological models with dust are known to be as Einstein-de Sitter, 
the closed elliptic and open hyperbolic model ( for details, see [20] ). The 
energy-momentum tensor for a dust model is 
Tjj = /i Ui Uj (28) 
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Now, replacing equation (23) with equation (28) and proceeding in the same 
_manner as we have obtained Theorem 5, we can state the following: 
Corollctry 2. A spacetime satisfying Einstein field equations and havmg 
vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor represent a dust cosmological model 
if the energy-density does not vanish. 
4. Divergence of conheirmonic curvature tensor 
Let Vi be the spacetime of general relativity, then from equation (3), we have 
Lljk = Kk - \ i9r, 4 - 9^^ R] + 5^  ^ , - 6] R,,) (29) 
The divergence of conharmonic curvature tensor, from equation (29), 
can be expressed as 
Li]k,t — Rtjk,t ~ 2 (di] Rk,t ~ 9ik Rj^t + '^ fc Ri],t ~ ^] Rik,t) 
which from contracted Bianchi identities takes the form 
^ijk,t = 2 ("^J''= ~ -^^'j) ~ 2^9ij Rk,t ~ 9ik Rj^t) (30) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 6. If Ricci tensor is divergence-free and is of Codazzi type, then 
the conharmonic curvature tensor is conserved. 
Moreover, for an Einstein space {R^J = f c/^ j, R^^ = 0) equation (30) 
leads to 
1 1 1 1 /? /? 
Lljk,t = 2 [4^^-^,^ - ^9tkR,:] - ^hji^SD^t - gzk{-Sl),t] = 0 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 7. For Einstein spaces, the divergence of conharmonic curvature 
tensor vanishes. 
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Remark: It may be noted that for a perfect fluid spacetime having divergence-
free conharmonic curvature tensor, the result similar to Theorem 10 of 
Chapter 2 also holds here. 
5. Conclusion 
The relativistic significance of conharmonic tensor has been investigated in 
this Chapter and it is seen that a conharmonically-flat spacetime of 
general relativity is an Einstein space and consequently a space of constant 
curvature. The existence of Killing and conformal Killing vector fields for 
the spacetime of general relativity, satisfying Einstein field equations with 
a cosmological term and having vanishing conharmonic curvature tensor 
have been established. Perfect fluid cosmological models with vanishing 
conharmonic curvature tensor, along with some special cases (radiative 
perfect fluid and dust models), have been studied. The divergence of 
conharmonic tensor has also been discussed and the conditions under which 









Let the Einstein field equation be 
Rab - ^9abR = Tab (l) 
which on contraction yields 
T=-R (2) 
Define a fourth rank tensor Aabcd as ([21]) 
•^abcd = -;^{gac Tbd + Qbd Tac — Qad Tbc " gbc Tad) ( 3 ) 
This tensor satisfies the following properties: 
^abcd — ~Abacd = ~-Aabdc — ^cdab, J^abcd + ^acdb + ^adhc = U ( 4 ) 
Contracting equation (3) over b and d, we get 
A rank four tensor which satisfies all the algebraic properties of the 
Riemann curvature tensor and is more general than the Weyl conformal 
tensor was introduced by Petrov [21]. He named this tensor as the space-
matter tensor, denoted by Pahcd and defined as 
Robed + ^abcd + (^{gacQbd " 5od5bc) ( 6 ) 
where cr is a constant (a scalar). The first part of this tensor represents the 
curvature of the space and the second part the distribution and motion of 
the matter. The following properties are shared by the space-matter tensor: 
(i) Pabcd = —Pbacd = — Pabdc — Pcdab, Pahcd + Pacdb + Padbc — 0-
(ii) Pac = Rac - Tac + ^R 9ac + "icFQac = {R + 'ia)gac = (3cr - T) g^c-
(iii) If Tab and Pabcd (that is, the distribution and the motion of the matter) 
are given then Rabcd, the curvature of the space, is determined to within the 
scalar a. 
(iv) If Tab = 0 and cr = 0, then Pobcd represents the curvature of the empty 
space-time. 
(v) If gab, the metric tensor, a, the scalar and the space-matter tensor Pabcd 
are known, then Tab can be determined uniquely. 
It is known that ([14,7]) the Riemann tensor may be decomposed as 
Robed = Cabcd + Eabcd + Gabcd (7) 
where Cghcd is the Weyl conformal curvature tensor, Eabcd is the Einstein 
tensor defined by 
Eabcd = ~ni9acSbd + QbdSac — QadSbc ~ QbcSad) (8) 
where 
Sab = Rab ~ -RQdb (9) 
being the traceless tensor, and Gabcd is defined by 
D 
Gabcd ^ ~TK {9acgbd - Qadgbc) • (10) 
Using the above equations, it can be shown that the space-matter tensor 
•^abcd 
may be decomposed as 
2 
Pabcd = Cabcd+gacRbd+9bdRac-gbcRad-gadRbc+{-;:R-<^){9adgbc-9acgbd) ( H ) 
which can also be expressed as 
Pbcd = C^cd + ^cRbd - ^ X c + gbdRc -gbcRd + { \ R - ^)(^d%c - s'^^gu)- (12) 
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The algebraic properties (including spinor equivalent) and the classification 
of the space-matter tensor Jiave been studied by Ahsan [1-3]. The concept 
of matter coUineation, defined in terms of the space-matter tensor, has also 
been introduced by Ahsan [4], who obtained the necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which a spacetime, including electromagnetic fields, may 
admit such coUineation. The present chapter is yet another attempt to study 
the space-matter tensor. In section 2, the divergence of the space-matter 
tensor has been expressed in terms of the energy-momentum and Ricci 
tensors. It is seen that this divergence vanishes for Einstein spaces under 
certain conditions. Perfect-fluid spacetimes with divergence-free space-matter 
tensor have also been considered and it is found that such spacetimes ei-
ther satisfy the vacuum-like equation of state or represent a Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker cosmological model with {n — 3p) as constant when a + 
| T = 0. The space-matter tensor has been expressed in terms of projec-
tive, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors in section 
3; and the relationships between the divergences of the space-matter tensor 
and other curvature tensors have been obtained. It is found that the diver-
gences of space-matter tensor and other curvature tensors are identical under 
certain conditions although the algebraic properties of the space-matter and 
projective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors are dif-
ferent. 
2. Divergence of space-matter tensor and fluid spacetimes 
Prom equation (3), the space-matter tensor given by equation (6) can be 
expressed as 
Pabcd = Rabcd + - {QacTbd + QbdTac — QadTbc — Sfcc'^od) 
+(^i9acgbd - Qadgbc) (13) 
which can also be written as 
Ptcd = RL + li^cTbd - S^n, + g^T^ - g,,T^) + aiS^g.^ - S',g,,) (14) 
so that 
Pbai;e = RUe+\{^cTbd;e-S^aTbc;e +9bdT^;e~ 9bcTl) + a,e{S'^^^^ (15) 
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A contraction of equation (15) over h and e leads to 
Pbai,k = RUh + liTb<i,c - Tbcd) + l{gbdT^,h - 9bcT^,h) + <^,cgbd - a^Qbc- (16) 
From the contracted Bianchi identities, we have 
Rbcd,h ^ Rbc4 -' Rbd,c- (17) 
Using equations (1), (2) and (17), the div(5rgence of the space-matter tensor 
given by equation (16) takes the following form 
n W = ^mc,d-THc) + ^(^6dTi:,-56cTiJ + ^(T + 2a),c56d-^(r + 2a),,56, 
(18) 
But from equation (1), the divergence of T"''' is zero and equation (18) thus 
reduces to 
PUh = \{Tbc4 - T,a,c) + \[{T + 2 )^,c56d -{T + 2a),,5,,]. (19) 
Moreover, it is known that ([11]) a symmetric tensor r,j of rank two is a 
Codazzi tensor if it satisfy the Codazzi equation 
T^r,k = Zk,J• (20) 
From equation (19) and (20), we thus have the following 
Theorem 1. If Taj is a Codazzi tensor and T = —2a then the space-matter 
tensor is divergence-free. 
From equations (1) and (13), we have 
1 D 
Pcii>cd — Robed + Z (gacRbd + QbdRac — QadRbc "" QbcRad) + (<^  ~ y ) {gacQbd — gad9bc 
If cr = 0 and V^  is an Einstein space, then equation (21) leads to 
D 
Pabcd = Robed — -r{gac9bd — gadgbc) (22) 
so that 
PUe = Rbcd,e - \{Sc9bd - 5''d9bo)R,e (23) 
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(21) 
The divergence of the space-matter tensor, from equations (17) and (23) now 
takes the form 
Pbcd;h = Rbc,d - Rbd,c - -^{R,c9bd - R,d9bc)- (24) 
But for Einstein spaces, Rbc = jQbc and R^d — 0, we can thus state the 
following 
Theorem 2. For Einstein spaces with a = 0, the divergence of space-mattei 
tensor vanishes. 
For a perfect-fluid distribution, the energy-momentum tensor is given by 
Tab = in+p) UaUb+p gab (25) 
where // is the energy density, p is the isotropic pressure and Ua the fluid 
four velocity vector. Consider now the fluid spacetime with divergence-iree 
space-matter tensor and a — —\T, then equation (18) with equation (25) 
yields 
[(/i -f p) itb Uc -i- p gbc\,d - [(M + v)ubUd + p gu],c + pbd[(M + P) u'' Uc + p 5''],, 
-gbc[(M + p)tx''ua + p(55],h=0 (26) 
SimpHfying and contracting equation (26) with u'^, we get 
(/X + p){gbc + 2U6Wc) + (A* + p){2UbUc + Ub Uc) + (y^  + P)K9bc + UbU,) 
H^J'+ P) ,cUb + {li + p)ub,c = ^ (27) 
where an overhead dot denotes the covariant differentiation along the fluid 
flow vector and 
(/i -f p) = {lJ,+p).hU^, ilb = Ub-hU^, Uh,cU^ = 0, U^U^ = - 1 (28) 
Also, the scalar 9 = u^f^ is the expansion scalar and the vector u^ denotes the 
acceleration vector. Moreover, from the conservation equation T^^ = 0, and 
equation (25), we have 
{f^ + p)ub =-p,b ~ pub (29) 
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(i = -{li + p)u', = -{fi + p)9 (30) 
E)quation (29) and (30) are, respectively, known as force and energy 
equations. 
Prom equations (29) and (30), equation (27) leads to 
(/X - p)UbUc'+ ifJ- - p),cUb - PfiUc + Pgbc + (/^  + P)Ub,c = 0 (31) 
which on multiplication with u^ yields 
(At-P),c = - ( A ^ - P K (32) 
Using force equation (29) in equation (32),we get 
(/x + p)uc = -ftUc - n,c (33) 
Now using equation (32) in equation (31),we get 
P9bc - P,bUc + (/i + p)ub,c = 0 (34) 
which on multiplication with g'^^ leads to 
P = -l{f^ + p)0 (35) 
Prom energy equation (30), this equation takes the form 
P = 3 A (36) 
so that {p, — 3p) = 0. This suggest that (/x — 3p) is constant along the fluid 
flow vector. Also, from equation (34) and the force equation (29), we have 
{fj, + p)ubUc + p{gbc + UbUc) + (M + p)ub,c = 0 (37) 
which from equation (35) reduces to 
(/i + p)[ubUc - -e{gbc + UbUc) + Ub,c] = 0 (38) 
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Equation (38) suggest that either 
(/^  + P) = 0 (39) 
or 
Ufc.c = o^(56c + UhUc) - iibUc (40) 
From equation (39) it may be noted that either fi = 0, p = 0 (that is, neither 
matter nor radiation) or the perfect-fluid spacetime satisfies the vacuum-hke 
equation of state ([17]). 
It is known that ([12]) the covariant derivative of the fluid flow vector 
can be expressed as 
Ub,c = i:0{gbc + UbUc) - iibUc + Gbc + uJbc (41) 
where abc is the shear tensor and u>bc, the rotation or vorticity tensor. Thus, 
from equations (40) and (41), we have 
<7bc = Wbc = 0 (42) 
Consider now equation (26) and using equations (40), (33) and (35), we have 
P.d'^bUc - ^PQbdUc - p,cUbUd + ^ pgbcUd + (M+piucQbd + {l^+p)ucgbd " (/i+p)udgbc 
-{fi + p)ud9bc = 0 
Multiply this equation by g'"' and use equations (29), (30) and (35), we get 
after simphfications 
(M + p)ud = 0 (43) 
Since (// + p) 7^  0, equation (43) yields 
Wd = 0 (44) 
Now comparing equations (29) and (33), using equation (44), we get 
p,c = -puc and //c = -(lUc (45) 
and thus from equation (36), we have 
1 
P,C = gM.C (46) 
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which leads to 
(/i — 3p) = constant __ (47) 
Thus, Jf (^ + p) 7^  0, we see from equations (42), (44) and (47) that the 
spacetime is shear-free, rotation-free, acceleration-free and the energy den-
sity and pressure are constant over the space-like hypersurface orthogonal to 
the fluid flow vector. Incidently these are the conditions for a spacetime to 
represent a Priedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model. 
Therefore, we can state the following: 
Theorem 3. If cr = — ^ T and the fluid spacetime has divergence-free space-
matter tensor then either (^ -t- p) = 0 (that is, the perfect fluid spacetime 
satisfies the vacuum-like equation of state) or the spacetime represents a 
Priedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model with (/.i — 3p) as constant. 
3. Space-matter tensor and curvature tensors 
In this section, we shall express the space-matter tensor in terms of projective, 
conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors. The relationships 
between the divergences of space-matter tensor and these curvature tensors 
have also been obtained. 
3.1. Projective curvature tensor 
For a Riemannian space V4, the projective curvature tensor, denoted by Wj'^, 
is defined as 
<cd = ^5cd - ^ (%<Jd - ^d'^c ) (48) 
It may be noted that the contraction of W^^ over h and d vanishes. Also 
^ohcd = ^docd — •::{Rbc9ad - RbdQac) (49) 
The covariant derivative of projective curvature tensor, from equation (48), 
is given by 
Kcd^e = RL,e - I (RbcA - RMA) (50) 
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so that the divergence of projective curvature tensor can be expressed as 
^bcd,h = Rbcd,h - -^{Rbc4 - Rbd,c) (51) 
Using equation (17), equation (51) takes the form 
Kcd;H-l{Rl>c4-Rbd,c) (52) 
We thus have 
Theorem 4. The divergence of projective curvature tensor vanishes if and 
only if the Ricci tensor is of Codazzi type. 
Equation (52) also leads to the following 
Theorem 5. For Einstein spaces, the divergence of projective curvature 
tensor vanishes. 
From equations (49), (1), (2) and (13), the space-matter tensor Pabcd ni 
terms of projective curvature tensor Wabcd can be expressed as 
Pabcd = ^abcd+Q{9acTbd-gadTbc) + -i9bdTac-gbcTad) + {-^T + a){gacgbd-9adgbc) 
(53) 
so that for a = ^^T, we have 
Pabcd = ^abcd + -^{gacTbd - gadTbc) + -^{ObdTac - 9bcTad) (54) 
This equation can also be expressed as 
Pbcd = Kcd + li^cTbd - SXc) + \{gbdT^ - 9bcT^) (55) 
Considering the conservation equation Tf = 0, the divergence of the space-
matter tensor in terms of the projective curvature tensor, from equation (55) 
is given by 
Rbcd,h ~ ^bcd,h +'^(Tbd.c - Tbc,d) (56) 
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We thus have 
Theorem 6. For a V4 with a = - ^ T , the divergences of the space-matter 
tensor and projective curvature tensor are identical if the energy-momentum 
tensor is of Codazzi type. 
Also, from equations (1), (2) and (52), the divergence of the projective 
curvature tensor takes the form 
3<cd,h = 2(7^ 6,;^  - Tbd,c) - gbcTd + ObdTc (57) 
which using equation (19) yields 
"^PUh = 3<cd;/. + iT + 4a),.5M -{T + 4a),dgbc (58) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 7. For a V4 with T = —4a, the divergences of the space-matter 
and the projective curvature tensors are related through the equation 
ph _ ^yn-h. 
^bcd;h — A^bcd\h-
3.2. Conformal curvature tensor 
The conformal curvature tensor Cabcd-, for a V4, is defined as 
1 D 
Robed — Cabcd+ -;^i9acRbd + 9bdRac— 9adRbc~ 9bcRad.) + -^{dadgtc— gacgbd) (59) 
Consider an Einstein space with cr = 0 and equation (11), the space-
matter tensor in terms of conformal curvature tensor can be expressed as 
D 
Pabcd — Cabcd + -w{9ad9bc " gacgbd) (60) 
so that the divergence of the space-matter tensor takes the form 
Pbcd,k = CLA + ligbcR^ - gbdR,c) (61) 
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But for Einstein spaces, the scalar curvature is constant and we thus have 
Theorem 8. For an Einstein space with a = 0, the divergences of space-
matter and conformal curvature tensors are identical 
Consider now equation (12) with 2R = 3cr, the divergence of the space-
matter tensor can be expressed as 
Pbcd,h = Cl^cd,h + iRbd,c - Rbc,d) + 9bdRc,h - 9bcRd,h ( 62 ) 
But for a semi-Riemannian space it is known that ([23]) 
'^^bcd^h = Rbd,c - Rbc,d (63) 
Equations (62) and (63) thus lead to following 
Theorem 9. For a semi-Riemannian space V4 with 3(j = 2R, the divergences 
of space-matter and conformal curvature tensors are related through the 
identity 
ph Q/^'i 
^bcd,h — '^^bcd,h 
if the Ricci tensor is divergence-free. 
Moreover, from equations (13), (59), (1) and (2), the space-matter tensor 
in terms of conformal tensor can be written as 
Pabcd = Cabcd+{gax:Tbd+gbdTac-gadTbc-gbcTad) + {i:T-a){gadgbc~9ac9bd) ( 64 ) 
If r = 3cr then, from equation (64), the divergence of the space-matter tensor 
is given by 
Pbcd,h = Cbcd,h + {Tbd,c - Tbc,d) (65) 
(as the energy-momentum tensor is divergence-free). 
We thus have 
Theorem. 10. The divergences of the space-matter and conformal curvature 
tensors are identical if the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi type and 
T = 3a. 
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3.3. Conharmonic curvature tensor 
It is known that a harmonic function is defined as a function whose Laplacian 
vanishes and, in general, a harmonic function does not transfornT into a 
harmonic function. The conditions under which harmonic functions remain 
invariant have been studied by Ishii [16] who introduced the conharmonic 
transformation as"a subgroup of the conformal transformation 
~g,, = e^'^g,, (66) 
satisfying the condition 
</.;, + 0 > ; = o (67) 
where 0 is a real function of co-ordinates and QIJ and QIJ are the metric ten-
sors of two Riemannian spaces V and V, respectively. 
A rank four tensor L^^ that remains invariant under conharmonic trans-
formation, for a 1^ 4, is given by 
LL = <cd - \ idbcR", + S'^R.c - S'^RM - guR^l) (68) 
It may be noted that the contraction of equation (68) 
Lbc = --xRgbc (69) 
is also invariant under condition (67). 
FYom equation (68), the divergence of conharmonic curvature tensor is 
given by 
hcd-h = 2^Rbc-d - Rbd,c) - ^{9bcRd-h + 9bdR%h) (70) 
and we have 
Theorem 11. If the Ricci tensor is divergence-free and is of Codazzi type 
then conharmonic curvature tensor is conserved. 
Prom equation (70), we also have 
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Theorem 12. For Einstein spaces, the divergence of conharmonic curvature 
tensor vanishes. 
Moreover, from equations (l)-(-3) and (68), the space-matter [given by 
equation (6)] can be expressed as 
Pabcd = Labcd + {^R - (y){gad9bc " 9ac5bd) (71) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 13. For a V4 with R = 2cr, the divergences of the space-matter 
and conharmonic curvature tensors are identical. 
3.4. Concircular curvature tensor 
In general, a geodesic circle (a curve whose first curvature is constant and 
second curvature is identically zero) does not transform into a geodesic circle 
by the conformal transformation 
9ij = i^^9^J (72) 
of the fundamental tensor gij. The transformation which preserves geodesic 
circles was first introduced by Yano [26]. The conformal transformation (72) 
satisfying the partial differential equation 
ti;3 = 4> 9x3 (73) 
changes a geodesic circle into a geodesic circle. Such a transformation is 
known as the concircular transformation. A rank four tensor Mabcd that 
remain invariant under such transformation, for a V4, is given by ([26]) 
D 
Mabcd = -Rafted " J^{9bc9ad " 9bd9ac) (74) 
Also 
ML = RL - ^i9bcS^ - ga'c) (75) 
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The tensor Mabcd or M ^ defined through equation (74) or (75) is known 
as concircular curvature tensor. It may be noted that the contraction of 
equation (75) over h and d leads to 
Mbc = Rbc - jgbc (76) 
which is also invariant under concircular transformation. Moreover, 
g'^Mtc = 0 
From equations (17) and (75), the divergence of concircular curvature tensoi 
can be expressed as 
12' 
We thus have 
^bcd,h = ( ^ c , d - Rbd,c) — J7^{gbcR,d " 9bdR,c) (77) 
Theorem 14. For an Einstein space, the divergence of concircular curvature 
tensor vanishes. 
Using equations (l)-(3) and (74), the space-matter tensor given by equa-
tion (6) can be expressed as 
1 7 
Pabcd = Mabcd + -;:i9acRbd+gbdRac — gadRbc — 9bcRad) + {T^R — 0'){gbcgad-gac9bd) 
(78) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 15. For empty spacetime with a = 0, the space-matter and 
concircular curvature tensors are identical. 
Also for a = -^R, the divergence of the space-matter tensor from equa-
tion (78) can be written as 
Pbcd,h = ^bcd,h + 2^-R'"^,c - Rbc,d) + -j{gbdRc,h ~ gbcRd,h) (79) 
Moreover, using equations (74), (2) and (3), the space-matter tensor given 
by equation (6) can be expressed as 
1 , T 
-^(gacTbd+gbdTac — gadTbc — gbcTad) — (— 
(80) 
Pabcd — Mabcd + -(gacTbd+gbdTac - gadTbc - gbcTad) " ( 7 7 : + Cr){gbcgad " gacgbd) 
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so that when a + ^ = 0, the divergence of the space-matter tensor takes the 
form 
PLJ- MU + 2^T,a,c - T,e,d) + -{guT^H - 9bcT^,k) (81) 
We thus have 
Theorem 16. The divergences of the space-matter and concircular curva-
ture tensors are identical if the energy-momentum tensor is of Codazzi type 
and cr = — ^  • 
Also from equations (1) and (2), equation (77) can be written as 
ML,h = Tbcd - na,c + ~{9MT,C - QbcTd) (82) 
Now using the value of (Tied — Tbd^c) from equation (82) in equation (19), we 
get 
2F,'^,,, = M,V, + {~T + 2a),,g,, - {~T + 2a),a9bc (83) 
Thus, we have 
Theorem 17. For a V^  with 24a = —IT, the divergence of the space-matter 
tensor is half of the divergence of the concircular curvature tensor. 
4. Conclusion 
The divergence of the space-matter tensor has been studied in detail. The 
divergence of the space-matter tensor has been expressed in terms of the 
energy-momentum and Ricci tensors. It is seen that this divergence vanishes 
for Einstein spaces under certain conditions. Perfect-fluid spacetimes with 
divergence-free space-matter tensor have also been considered and it is found 
that such spacetimes either satisfy the vacuum-like equation of state or rep-
resent a Priedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmological model with [jx — ?>p) as 
constant when a + \T — 0. The space-matter tensor has been expressed 
in terms of projective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature 
tensors and the relationships between the divergences of the space-matter 
tensor and other curvature tensors have been obtained. It is found that the 
divergences of space-matter tensor and other curvature tensors are 
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identical under certain conditions although the algebraic properties of the 
space-matter and projective, conformal, conharmonic and concircular 




CURVATURE TENSORS AND GEOMETRIC 
STRUCTURE 
1. Introduction 
Let V4 be the spacetime of general relativity with the gravitational symmetric 
tensor field g. Let F be a tensor field of type(l,l) such that the corresponding 
(0,2) type tensor field ' F is given by 
'F{X^Y) = g{F{X\Y) (1) 
This antisymmetric tensor field ' F is identified as the electromagnetic field 
tensor. Equation (1), in local coordinates, can be expressed as 
F13 — 9ikFj 
also, let 
AK = -ClF{F) (2) 
where CJ is the operation of contraction with respect to the r th contravariant 
and the sth covariant slot. The stress tensor r of type (1,1) associated with 
the tensor field F is then given by 
r{X) = 1 + KX, where X = F{X) (3) 
The tensor field F may be classified according to its eigen values into four 
different classes ( [15], [18] ) and the characteristic equation for F is 
F'' + 2i^F2 + | F | / 4 = 0 (4) 
where 
pp^pp-ip po ^j^ 4-
The eigen values for F are then 
a i = -CC2 = i{^fD -\- K)^ = Misinp 
0:3 = -^4 = {\/D - K)^ = Mcosp 
Where D = K^ - \F\ and M^ = 2 \ / D . Equation (5) also leads to 
2K = -M^cos2/9, \F\ = -M^s inV cos^P 
The electromagnetic field is said to be of 
(a) First class if K | F | j^Q 
(b) Second class if | F | = 0, /T ^ 0 
(c) Third class if | F | = 0, K = 0, 1 7^  0 
(d) Fourth class if X = 0. 
For the second class, we have 
(5) 
cti = —Q2 = 0, ^3 = —a4 = \I-1K, K < 0 
«! = —a2 — iy/2K, a^ = —a^ = 0, K > 0 
and for this class, there is a pencil of eigen vectors corresponding to repeated 
eigen value 0. If {P, Q, R, S} is a set of eigen vectors and {p, q, r, s} is a set 
of 1-forms dual to {P, Q, R, S} then 
X = p{X)P + q{X)Q + r{X)R + s{X)S (6) 
Moreover 
g{X, Y) = {p(S)q + q^p + r<S)s + s^ r){X, Y) (7) 
We now have 
Definition 1 A spacetime V4 satisfying \F\ = O./C 7^  0, equation (6) and 
(7) is said to be endowed with a {F, g)- structure of non-null kind.* 
°* For the sake of brevity, we only mention hence onward {F,g)- structure. 
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Electromagnetic fields of second and third classes are, respectively, known 
as non-null (non-radiative) and null (radiative) electromagnetic fields.The 
Riessner-Nordstrom solution (electromagnetic generalisation of Schwarzchild 
exterior solution) is the well known example of the non-null electromagnetic 
fields; while the plane wave electromagnetic fields are always null. 
A number of algebraic properties of four different classes of electromag-
netic fields have been studied by Mishra ([18]), Ahsan and Husain ([8],[9]). 
In the differential geometry of complex, almost complex, Kahler and 
almost Kahler structures etc., the importance of the projective, conformal, 
conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors is very well known ( [19], [28] 
). Here we wi.U explore the role of these curvature tensors, in an index-free 
manner, for (F, g)- structure on the spacetime of general relativity. 
2. Curvature tensors for (F, ^)-structure 
We shall first establish some identities for (F, 5)-structure that are necessary 
for the subsequent study. It can easily be shown that the following relations 
are true: 
Case I: When K is negative. 
Here - / D — —K and 
X = yf^^2K[r{X)R - s{X)Si 
K = -2K[r{X)R^- s{X)S], 
X + 2KX = 2K\p{X)P + q{X)Q], 
P = Q = 0, R = yf^2KR, S - - x / ^ 2 F 5 , p{X) = q{X) = 0. . 
Case II: When K is positive. 
Here \fD = K and 
(8) 
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X^iV2K[p{X)P - q{X)Qi 
X = -2K\p{X)P + q{X)Ql 
X + 2KX = 2K[r{X)R + s{X)S], 
R = S^O, P = zV2KP, Q = -iV2KQ, r{X) = s{X) = 0 J 
Further, we have 
giX,Y)+g{X,Y) = 0, 
g{X,Y)^-g{X,Y) = -g{X,Y), 
giX,Y) = -9{X,f) = -2Kg{X,Y) = 2Kg{X,Y), 
g{X,Y) = 2Kg{X,Y) 
Moreover, from equations (1) and (7), it can be shown that 
'F{X,Y) = y^2^[ r (X)5(y) - s{X)r(Y)] 
(when K is negative) and 
'F{X,Y) = zV2K[piX)q{Y) - q{X)p{Y)] 





The Einstein field equations for a purely electromagnetic distribution 
(except for a constant), from equation (3), are 
R(X) =X + KX (13) 
so that when K < 0. [using equations (6)-(8)], the Ricci tensor Ric(X, V) is 
given by 
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R\c{X,Y) = g{R{X\Y) 
= K\p{X)q{Y) + q{X)p{Y) - r{X)s{Y) - S{X)T{Y)] (14) 
while for K > 0 [using equations (6), (7) and (9)] 
Elc{X,Y)=K[r{X)s{Y) + s{X)r{Y)-p{X)qiY)-q{X)p{Y)] - (15) 
2.1. Projective curvature tensor 
In a Riemannian manifold V^ of dimension n, the projective curvature tensor 
VK(X,y,Z)isgivenby([19], [27]) 
W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) ^[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)] (16) 
so that for a V^ 
W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y, Z)-\[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)l (16a) 
where R{X, Y, Z) denotes the Riemann curvature tensor. 
Remarks 
(i) If the tensor W{X, Y, Z) of a Riemannian manifold of dimension 
n > 2 vanishes, then the manifold is projectively flat and consequently is of 
constant curvature. Thus, the tensor W{X, Y, Z) represents the deviation of 
the manifold from projective flatness. 
(ii) For a projectively flat V4, from equation (16a), we have 
R{X,y,Z) = \[X R ic (y ,Z)-Y Ric(JC,Z)\ (17) 
Also, for a projectively-flat empty spacetime, from equation (17), the 
gravitational field is absent. 
The significance of the spaces of constant curvature is very well known in 
cosmology.To obtain a model of the universe, certain simplifying assumptions 
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have to be made and one such assumption is that the universe is isotropic 
and homogeneous. This is known as cosmological principle. By isotropy 
we mean that aU spatial directions are equivalent, while homogeneity means 
that it is impossible to distinguish one place in the universe from the other. 
In the spaces of constant curvature no points and no directions are prefered, 
that is, the spaces of constant curvature are isotropic and homogeneous. The 
cosmological solutions of Einstein" equations which contain a three 
dimensional space-like surface of a constant curvature are the Robertson-
Walker metrics, while a four dimensional space of constant curvature is the 
de Sitter model of the universe, de Sitter universe possess a three dimensional 
space of constant curvature and thus belongs to Robertson-Walker metrics. 
For projective curvature tensor, we have 
Theorem l.For a spacetime V4 endowed with (F, g)- structure, when A' < 0, 
we have 
(a) W{X, y , Z) = R{X, F , Z) + lK\r{X)s{Y) - S{X)T{Y)] X 
{r{Z)R-s{Z)S}] 
(b) W{X, y , Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + IK\{T{Y)S{Z) + S{Y)T{Z)} X 
{p{X)P + q{X)Q} + {r{X)s{Y) + r{Y)siX)}{r{Z)R + s{Z)S}] 
(c) W{X, Y, Z) = RiX, y, Z) - K^[x{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)r{Z)} 
- Y{riX)s{Z) - siXMZ)}] 
(d) w{x, y, z) + w{x, y, z) + wix, Y, Z) = R{X, y, z) + R{X, y, z) 
+ R{x, y, z) - |[XRic(y, z) - yRic(x, z)] 
(e) w{x, y, z) + w{x, y, z) + w{x, y, z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, y, z) 
+ R{X, y, Z) + lKmr{Y)X - r{X)Y}s{Z) - {s{Y)X - S{X)Y}T{Z)\ 
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Proof of (a) Barring X and Y in equation (16a), we have 
W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z)~\[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)] 
Using equations (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
W(X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - \[.f^2K{r{X)R - s{X)S} x 
K^r=2K{s{Y)r{Z) - r{Y)s{Z)} - V'^2X{r(y)i? - s{Y)S}y. 
Ky/=^{siX)r(Z) - r{X)s{Z)}] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - l[-2K^{r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R + s{X)riY)s{Z)S 
-s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S - r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R} + 2K^{r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R 
+S{Y)T{X)S{Z)S - s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S - T{X)r{Y)s{Z)R}\ 
= i?(X, y , Z) + |/r2[r(X)s(y)r(Z)/? - r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R 
+s{X)r[Y)s{Z)S - S[Y)T[X)S{Z)S\ 
= R{XS,Z) + lK'[{riX)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)}r{Z)R 
+{s{X)r{Y) - r{X)s{Y)}s{Z)S] 
W{X, y , Z) = R{X, y, Z) + lK'[{r{X)s{Y) - s (X)r (y)} X 
{r{Z)R-s{Z)S}] 
Proof of (b) Barring Y and Z in equation (16a), we have 
W{X, y , Z) = R{X, Yj)-\ [X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)] 
o 
Using equations (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
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W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y , Z) - \\{p{X)P + q[X)Q + r{X)R + s[X)S) x 
{~2K''){r{Y)s{Z) + s(y)r(Z)} - ^/^2K{r{Y)R - s{Y)S} x 
;^V'=2^{r(X)s(Z) - s(X)r(Z)}] 
= /2(x, y, z) + |i^ 2f|,(y)^(^) + 5(y)r(z)}p(x)p 
^{T{Y)S{Z) + s(y)r(Z)}9(X)(5 + {r(X)s(y) + s{X)r{Y)}r{Z)R 
+{r{X)s{Y) + 5(X)r(y)}s(Z)5] 
W{X, y , Z) = i?(X, y , Z) + | /^2[ |^(y)5(^) + s{Y)r{Z)} X 
M X ) P + 9(^)Q} + {r{X)s{Y) + r(y)5(X)}{r(Z)/? + s{Z)S]] 
Proof of (c) Barring Z in equation (16a), we have 
w{x, y, z) = R{x, y, ^ ) - ^[x Ric(y, z) - y Ric(x, z)\ 
Using equations (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
W{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z)-\[XK^r^2K{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)r{Z)] 
-YK^/^^2K{r{X)s{Z) - s{X)r{Z)}] = R{X, Y, Z) 
_K^yX{T{Y)s{Z) - S{Y)T{Z)} - Y{T{X)S{Z) - S{X)T{Z)}] 
The remaining parts of the Theorem 1 can be proved, in a similar manner. 
Theorem 2. For an empty spacetime V4 endowed with (F, g)- structure, 
when A' < 0, we have 
(a)M/(x,y,z)-i?(x,y,z) 
{h)W{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) 
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{c)W{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) 
(d) w{x, Y, z) + w{x, Y, z) + w{x, y, z) = R{x, y, z) + R{X, Y, Z) 
+ R{X,Y,Z) 
(e) w{x, Y, z) + wix, y, z) + w{x, y, z) = R{x, y, z) + R{X, Y, Z) 
+ R{X,Y,Z) 
Remark: The proof of this Theorem can easily be obtained by using 
equations (8) and (14) in equation (16a). 
Note: The Einstein field equations for an empty spacetime are 
Rij = 0 (18) 
which, in index-free notation, can be expressed as 
Ric(X,y) = 0 (18a) 
This is also known as Einstein law of gravitation. The word 'empty' here 
means that there is no matter present and also no physical fields, except the 
gravitational field. The gravitational field does not disturb the emptiness of 
the space, while the other fields do. For the space between the planets in the 
solar system, the condition of emptiness holds in a good approximation and 
equation (18) is applied in this case. 
When K > 0, then using equations (9) and (15) in equation (16a), we 
have similar results as those given in Theorems 1 and 2. Thus, for example 
(i) W{X, y , Z) = R{X, y , Z) + lK'[{p{X)q{Y) - q{X)p{Y)} x 
{p{Z)P - q{Z)Q}] 
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(ii) W{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y, Z) - |[XRic(y, Z) - {iKV2K)Y x 
~ {q{X)p{Z) - p{X)q{Z)}] 
(iii) W{X, Y, Z) + W{X, Y, Z) + W{X, y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, Y, Z) 
+ R{X, y, Z) - |[XRic(y, Z) - YRic{X, Z)], etc. 
2.2. Conformal curvature tensor 
In a Riemannian manifold of dimension n, the conformal curvature tensor is 
given by ([19], [27]) 
C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y, Z) - -^{X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z)-g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g{Y,Z)R{X)\ + -^-—^—-^^[Xg{Y,Z) - Yg{X,Z)\ (19) 
where Ri = Ric(X, X) with local components Ri = g^^Rij is the scalar 
curvature. If the conformal curvature tensor vanishes and n > 3, the 
manifold is conformally-flat. Thus this tensor represents the deviation of 
the manifold from conformal flatness. 
For a V4, from equation (19), we have 
C{X, y, Z) = R{X, y, Z)-hx Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g(Y, Z)R{X)] + ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)] (19a) 
so that for a conformally-flat spacetime, this equation reduces to 
R{X, Y,Z) = ^[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + g{Y, Z)R{X)] 
+^[Yg{X,Z)-Xg{Y,Z)] (20) 
It may be noted that for conformally-flat empty spacetime [from equation 
(20)] the gravitational field is absent. 
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We now prove the following theorems for conformal curvature tensor. 
Theorem 3. For a spacetime V4 endowed with a {F,g)- structure, when 
/C < 0, we have 
(a) C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + {2K^ + \KR,)[{T{X)S{Y) - S{X)T{Y)} X 
{r{Z)R - s{Z)S]\ 
{h) C{X,Y ,Z) = R{XS ,Z)+^/=^2K{2K^+\KR,)[{r{X)s{Y)-s{X)r{Y)): 
{r{Z)R + s{Z)S]] 
(c) c(x, y, z) + c{x, F, z) + c{x, y, z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, y, z) 
+ R{X, y, Z) + \[Y Ric(X, Z) - X Ric(y, Z) + ^(X, Z)R(y) - g{Y, Z)R{X)] 
+ ^[Xg{X,Z)-Yg{X,Z)] 
Proof of (a) Barring X and Y in equation (19a), we have 
c{x,y,z) = i?(J^,y,z)-\[x Ric(y,z)-y Ric(x,z)-c/(x,z)R(y) 
+^(y, Z)R(X)] + ^ [Xp(y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)] 
Using equations (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y , Z) - l[V^2K{r{X)R - s{X)S} x 
KV-^2K{siY)r(Z) - r{Y)siZ)} - y/^2K{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}x 
KV-2K{s{X)r{Z) ~ r{X)s{Z)} - x/=2F{r(X)s(Z) - s{X)r{Z)}y 
K^/^^{s{Y)S - r{Y)R} + ,/^^2K{r{Y)s{Z) - s(Y)r{Z)}x 
K^r2K{s{X)S - r{X)R}\ + f[./i:2K{r{X)R - s{X)S}x 
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./=^2K{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)riZ)} - V^^2K{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}x 
V^=^2K{r{X)s{Z) - s{X)r{Z)}] 
C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y,Z)-\ [{-2K^){T{X)s{Y)r{Z)R 
+s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S - r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R} 
^{2K'^){r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R + s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S - s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S 
-r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R} + {2K'^){r{X)s{Z)s{Y)S + s{X)r{Z)r{Y)R 
-s{X)r{Z)s{Y)S - r{X)s{Z)r{Y)R} - 2K^{r{Y)s{Z)s{X)S 
+s{Y)r{Z)r{X)R - s{Y)r{Z)s{X)S - r{X)s{Z)r{J)RY^ 
+ f [(-2i^){r(X)r(y)s(Z)i? + s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S 
-s{X')r{Y)s{Z)S - s{y)r{Z)T{X)R} + 2K{r{X)ri^)s{Z)R 
+s(X)s ( r ) r (Z)5 - s{y)r{X)s{Z)S - T{Y)S{X)T{Z)R}\ 
= R{X, Y, Z) + K^[2r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - 2r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R 
+2siX)r(Y)s{Z)S - 2s{Y)r{X)siZ)S] + fRi[r(X)s{Y)r{Z)R 
-r{Y)siX)r{Z)R + s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S] 
= R{X,Y,Z) + (2^2 ^ fR,)[r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R 
+s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - s{Y)r(X)siZ)S] 
= R{X,Y,Z) + {2K' + fR,)[{r{X)s{Y) - s(X)r(F)}x 
{r{Z)R - siZ)S}] 
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Proof of (b) Barring X, Y and Z in equation (19a), we have 
C{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) - ^[X Ric(r ,Z) - Y Ric(X,Z) 
-g{X, Z)R{Y) + g{Y, Z)R{X)] + ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)] 
Using equations (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
C(X, y , Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - l[^f^^{r{X)R - s{X)S} x 
i~2K^){r{Y)s{Z) + siY)r{Z)} - ^ /^2F{r(y) i? - s{Y)S}x 
{-2K^){r{X)s{Z) + siX)r{Z)} - 2K{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}x 
K^/^^2K{s{Y)S - r{Y)R} + 2K{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)}y 
K^f^2K{s{X)S - r{X)R}] + f[V^^2Kir{X)R - s{X)S}x 
2K{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} - V^2K{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}x 
2K{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - '^[{-2K^y/^2K){r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R 
~s{X)s{Y)riZ)S - s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S + r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R} 
+2K^y^^^2K{r{Y)r(X)s{Z)R - s{Y)s{X)r{Z)S - s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S 
+r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R} - 2K^V^2K{r{X)s{Z)s{Y)S - s{X)r{Z)r{Y)R 
+s{X)r{Z)siY)S - r(X)s{Z)r{Y)R} + 2K^./^2K{r{Y)s{Z)s(X)S 
-s(Y)r{Z)r{X)R + s{Y)r{Z)s{X)S - r{X)s{Z)r{Y)R} + f[2K,/^^^ 
{r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R - s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S - s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S + s(Y)r{Z)r{X)R} 
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-2Ky/^2K{r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R - s{X)s(Y)r{Z)S - s{Yy{X)s{Z)S 
+r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R}] 
= R{X,Y, Z) + i^2yZ2K[2r(X)s(F)r(Z)i? - 2r{Y)s[X)r{Z)R 
+2r(X)s(F)s(Z)5 - 2r{Y)s{X)s{Z)S] + ^^^^Ri[r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R 
-r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R + r{X)s{Y)s{Z)S - s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S\ 
= R{X,Y,Z) + {2K^^/^2K + ^^'^Ri){r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R 
-r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R + r{X)s{Y)s{Z)S - r{Y)siX)s{Z)S] 
= R{X,Y,Z) + V^^2K{2K'^ + \KRi)[{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)]x 
{r{Z)R + s{Z)S}] 
Proof of (c) Barring X in equation (19a), we have 
C{X, y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z)-hx Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g{Y, Z)R{X)] + ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ 
Similarly, 
C(X, y, Z) = R{X, y , Z)-\\X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) ~ g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+^(y, Z)R{X)\ + ^ [ X ^ ( y , Z) - Yg{X^ Z)\ 
C{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y, Z)-^[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g{Y, Z)R{X)] + f[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)] 
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Adding the above equations, we obtain 
C{X,Y,Z) + C{X,Y,Z) +C{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) - |[X Ric(y,Z) 
- y Ric(X,Z) - g{X, Z)R(y) + g{Y, Z)R{X)] + f [Xp(y, Z) - Yg{X,Z)] 
+R{X, y, Z) - i[X Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(X, Z) - g{X, Z)R{Y) 
+g{Y, Z)R{X)] + f [Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ + i?(X, Y,Z)-\ \X Ric(y, Z) 
-y Ric(x, z) - g{x, z)R(y) + g(y, Z)R(X)] + f [^ (^y, z) - y5(x, z)\ 
= i?(x,y,z) + i?(x, y, z) + ii(x,y, z) + i[y Ric(x, z)-x Ric(y, z) 
+^(x, z)R(y) - 5(y, z)R(x)] + f [Xp(y, z) - yp(x, z)] 
Theorem 4. For an empty spacetime K4 endowed with a (F, ^ )- structure, 
when X < 0, we have 
(a)c(x,y,z) = i?(x,y,z) 
(b)c(x,y,z) = /?(x,y,z) 
(c) c(x, y, z) + c(x, y, z) + c(x, y, z) = R{X, y, z) + i?(x, y, z) 
+ i2(x,y,z). 
Note (1) The proof of this theorem follows by using equations (8) and (14) 
in equation (19 a). 
2. When i^ > 0, the results similar to Theorems 3 and 4 can be obtained by 
using equations (9) and (15) in equation (19a). Thus, for example 
(i) c(x, y,z) = R{x, y, z) + (2^^ ^  \KR^)\i^v{x)q{y) - g(x)p(y)} x 
{p(Z)P-g(Z)Q}] 
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(ii) C{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z)+iV2K{2K^ + \KR,)[{p{X)q{Y)-q{X)p{Y)] 
X {p{Z)P + q{Z)Q]] 
(iii) c(x,r, z) + c(x,y, z) + c(x, F, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{XS, Z) 
+ i?(x, r, z) + i[y Ric(x, z) - X Ric(y, z)+^(x, z)R(r) - g{Y, Z)R(X)] 
+ f[x^(y,z)-y^(x,z)]etc. 
From equations (16a) and (19a), it is seen that the projective and 
conformal curvature tensors are related through the equation 
w{x, y, z) = c{x, Y, z) + hx Ric(y, Z)~Y Ric(x, z)\ 
-\[g{X, Z)R{Y) - g{Y, Z)R(X)] - ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ (21) 
From this equation it may be noted that if a matter-free spacetime V4 is 
conformally-fiat then it is necessarily projectively fiat and conversely. 
We now state the following theorems.The proofs of these can be obtained 
by using equations (8) and (14) in equation (21). 
Theorem 5. For a spacetime Vi endowed with a {F,g)- structure, when 
K <0, -we have 
(a) W{X, Y, Z) + W{X, F , Z) + W{X, Y, Z) = C{X, Y, Z) + C(X, f, Z) 
+ C(X, Y, 2) + ilK^ + lK^R{)[{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)}{r{Z)R - s{Z)S}] 
(b) w{x, Y, z) + w{x, y, z) + w{x, y, z) = c(X, y, z) + c(l, y, z) 
+ c(x, y, z) + x/^ 2K(|K3 + f/^ ^^ OKsWK '^) - ^(^)s(>')} X 
{r(Z)i?+s(Z)5}] 
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Theorem 6. For a conformally-flat spacetime V^ endowed with a (F, g)-
structure, when K < 0, we have 
(a)W{X,Y,Z) + W{X,Y,Z) + WiX,Y,Z) := ^[X Ric(Y,Z)-Y Ric{X,Z)] 
- |[p(X, Z)R(Y) - g{Y, Z)R{X)] - ^[Xg{Y, Z) -Yg{X, Z)\ 
(b) w{x, r, z)+w{x, y, z)+w{x, F, I) = | [x Ric(y, Z)-Y Ric(x, z)] 
- \[g{X, Z)R{f) - g{Y, Z )R( l ) ] - ^[Xg{Y, Z) - fg{X, Z)] 
(c) W{X,Y,Z) = ^r2K{\K^ + \KR,)[[S{X)T(X) - r{X)s{Y)} x 
{s{Z)S + r{Z)R}] 
(d) H / ( l , ? , Z) = iK'iiK + i?i)[{r(X)5(y) - s{X)r{Y)} x 
{ r (Z) /? -s (Z)5}] 
2.3. Conhcirmonic curvature tensor 
A harmonic function is defined as a function whose Laplacian vanishes. In 
general, a harmonic function does not transform into a harmonic function. 
By the conformal transformation, Ishii [16] has studied the condition under 
which the harmonic functions remain invariant. He introduced the conhar-
monic transformation as a sub group of the conformal transformation 
% = e^'^g^j (22) 
where (/> is a scalar function, satisfying the condition 
0;^  + 0,0; = 0 (23) 
A rank four tensor Lf^ .^ that remains invariant under conharmonic 
transformation, for a V4, is given by 
LU = Kk - l{9^JRk - ^%k + ^'iR.j - g^kR^) (24) 
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This tensor is known as conharmonic curvature tensor.* It may be noted that 
the contraction of equation (24) 
J-ii] „ t^Qij 
1 
2" 
is also invariant under.condition (23). 
In the index-free notation, the conharmonic curvature tensor given by 
equation (24) can be expressed as 
L(X, Y,^Z) = R{X, Y,Z)-^[g{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic{Y, Z) 
-yRic(X,Z)] (25) 
If the conharmonic curvature tensor vanishes then the spacetime manifold 
is conharmonically-flat. Thus, this tensor represents the deviation of the 
manifold from conharmonic flatness. For a conharmonically-flat spacetime, 
equation (25) leads to 
R{X, y,Z) = ^{g{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic{Y, Z) - YRic{X, Z)] 
(26) 
It may be noted, from equation (25) that for an empty spacetime, the 
conharmonic and Riemann curvature tensors are equivalent. 
Note:l. Prom equation (24) it can easily be shown that a conharmonically-
flat Vi is not only an Einstein space but also a space of constant curvature 
(Ahsan [7]). 
2. The relativistic significance of conharmonic curvature tensor has been 
studied by Ahsan [5]. 
Now we have 
''*For a n-dimensional manifold Ki, the conharmonic curvature tensor is LL,. = / ? * . -
7^^2(91}Rjc - ^^Rik + f^ fc-Rtj - 9ikR]) which, in index-free notation, can be expressed as 
L(X, r , Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - ^[9{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic{Y, Z) - YKic{X, Z)\ 
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Theorem 7. For a spacetime V4 endowed with a {F,g)- structure, when 
K < 0, we have 
(a) L{X, Y, Z) + L{X, F, Z) + L(X, Y,Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, f, Z) 
+ i?(X, y, Z) - i[XRic(y, Z) - ?Ric(X, Z) + ^(K, Z ) R ( X ) - g{X, Z)R{Y)] 
(b) L(x, y, z) + L(x, y, z) + L(x, y, z) = R{X, y, z) + /?(x, y, z) 
+ i?(X, y, Z) + 2i^2[|^(x)5(y) _ s{X)T{Y)}{r{Z)R - s{Z)S}] 
(c) L(X, y, Z) = i?(X, y, 2) - 2K''[{r{X)s{Y) - S{X)T{Y)} X 
{r{Z)R-s{Z)S]] 
(d) L(X, y, Z) = i?(X, y, Z) - 2K'^yf^2K[{r{X)s{Y) + s(X)r(y)} x 
{T{Z)R-S[Z)S}] 
(e) L(X, y , Z) = i?(X, y , Z) - 4iC3[{s(X)r(y) - r(X)s(y)} X 
{r(Z)/?-5(Z)5}]. 
Proof of (a) Barring X in equation (25), we have 
L{x, y, z) = /2(x, y, z) - ^^(y, Z)R(X) - g{x, z)R(y) + xRic(y, z) 
-yRic(X, Z)] 
Similarly, 
L(X, y , Z) = /?(X, ^ , ^) - ^ W, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic(y, Z) 
-yRic(X, Z)] 
2'^ L(X, y, Z) = R{X, Y,Z)-\[g{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic{Y, Z) 
-yRic(X, Z)] 
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Adding the above equations, we obtain 
L(X, r , Z)+L{X, Y, Z) + L{X,Y,Z) = R{X, Y, Z)+W{X,Y, Z) + R{X, Y, Z) 
-^[XRic(y, Z) - yRic(X, Z) + g{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y)] 
Proof of (b) Barring X and Y in equation (25), we have 
L{X, Y, Z) = R{X, y , Z) - ^[g{Y, Z)R{X) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic(y, Z) 
-yRic(x, z)] 
Similarly, 
L{X, y , Z) = R{X, y , Z) - ^[g{Y, Z)RiX) - g{X, Z)R{Y) + XRic(y, Z) 
-yRic(;s:, z)] 
Lix, y, z) = R{x, y, z) - [^p(y, Z)R{X) - g{x, z)R(y) + xRic(y, z) 
-YRic{X,Z)] 
Adding the above equations and using equations (6), (7), (8) and (14), we 
obtain 
L{x, y, z) + L{x, y, z) + L{X, Y, Z) = R(X, Y, Z) + R{X, y, z) 
+R{X, y, Z) - \[2K{r(X)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)}K{X - 2r{X)R - 2s{X)S} 
+X{-2K^){r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} - 2K{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}x 
K{Y - 2r{Y)R - 2s{Y)S} - Y{-2K^){r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
= R{x, y, z) + R{x, y, z) + R[X, y, z) - \[2K\XT{Y)S{Z) + XS{Y)T{Z) 
-2r{X)r{X)s{Z)R - 2r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - 2s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - 2S{X)S{Y)T{Z)S] 
-2K''{Xr{Y)s{Z) + Xs{Y)r{Z)] - 2K''{YT{X)S{Z) + Ys{X)r{Z) 
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~2r{Y)r{X)s{Z)R - 2r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R - 2s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S 
-2s{X)s{Y)r(z)S} + 2K^{Yr{X)siZ) + Ys{X)r{Z)}] 
= R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, Y, Z) + 2K2[r(X)s(y)r(Z)i2 
-s{X)r{Y)r{Z)R + s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - r{X)s{Y)s{Z)S] 
L{X, Y, Z) + L{X, Y, Z) + L{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, f, Z) 
+R{X, Y, Z) + 2K^[{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)]{r{Z)R - s{Z)S}] 
Proof of (c) Barring Z twice in equation (25), we have 
L(X, r , Z) = R{X, y, Z) - \[g{Y, Z)R(X) - 5(X, Z)R(y) + XRic(r, Z) 
-rRic(x, z)] 
Using equations (6), (7), (8) and (14) in above equation, we obtain 
L(X,r ,Z) = R{X,y, Z) - \{-2K{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)}x 
K{X - 2r{X)R - 2s{X)S] - {-2K){r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}x 
K{Y - 2r{Y)R - 2s(y)5} + 2K^X{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} 
-2K^Y{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - l[-2K^Xr{Y)s{Z) + Xs{Y)r{Z) - 2r{X)r{Y)s{Z)R 
-2r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - 2s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - 2s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S} 
+2K^Yr{X)s{Z) + Ys{X)r{Z) - 2r{Y)r{X)s{Z)R - 2r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R 
-2s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S - 2s(Y)s{X)riZ)S} 
+2K^{Xr{Y)s{Z) + Xs{Y)r{Z)}2K^Yr(X)s{Z) + YsiX)r{Z)}] 
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= R{X, Y, Z) - K'^[2r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - 2r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R + 2s[X)r{Y)s{Z)S 
-2s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - 2K^[{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)}r{Z)R 
+{s{X)riY) - r{X)s{Y)}s{Z)S] 
= R{X, Y, Z) - 2K\{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)){r{Z)R - s{Z)S]] 
The remaining parts of the Theorem 7 can be proved, in similar manner. 
Theorem 8. For an empty spacetime V4 endowed with a {F,g)- structure, 
when /f < 0, we have 
(a) L{X, Y, Z) + L(X, ? , Z) + L{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, Y, Z) 
+ R{X, y, Z) 
(b) L(x, y, z) + L(x, r, z) + L(x, y, z) = R(X, y, z) + i?(z, y, z) 
+ i?(x,y,z) 
(c) L(x,y,f) = i?(x,y,^), L(x,y,f) = i?(x,y,^), 
L(x,y,z) = i?(x,y,z) 
Theorem 9. For a conharmonically-flat spacetime V4 endowed with a {F, g)-
structure, when A' < 0, we have 
(a) R{X,Y, Z) = 2K'[{r{X)s{Y) - s{X)r{Y)}{s{Z)S - r{Z)R}] 
{h)R{X,Y,Z) + R{X,Y,Z)^0 
(c) R{X,Y,Z) = 2K'[{r{X)s{Y) ~ s{X)r{Y)}{r{Z)R-s{Z)S}] 
(d) i?(X, y, Z) = 2/f2^/Z2^[|^(;^)^(y^) ^ s{X)riY)}{r{Z)R - s{Z)S)] 
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Noter l . The proofs of above theorems can easily be obtained by using 
equations (6)-(8) and (14) in equation (25). 
2. Analogous results also holds for /C > 0 by using equations (6),(7),(9) and 
(15) in equation (25). 
2.4. Concircular curvature tensor 
For a Riemannian manifold of dimension n, the concircular curvature tensoi 
is given by ( [19], [27] ) 
Mkjih = Rkjih —7——rxR{gkhgji — 9]hgkt) (27) 
If for n > 2, the tensor M^jih is zero then the manifold is said to be 
concircularly-flat and for such a manifold, we have 
Rkjih = —}—-—T^iQkhQji — gjhdki) (28) 
which shows that a concircularly-flat space is of constant curvature 
Contracting it with g'^'^, we get 
Rj. = ^g,, (29) 
and this means that a concircularly-flat Riemannian space is an Einstein 
space. 
Prom equation (27), we have 
^ M = RU - ; ^ ( ; ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^'9,'^^ (30) 
so that for a V4, in an index-free notation, this equation takes the form 
M{X, y. Z) = RiX, y , Z) - ~[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ (31) 
where Ri denotes the scalar curvature. 
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It may be noted that, for an empty spacetime, the concircular and the 
Riemann curvature tensors are equivalent. 
We now prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 10. For a V4 endowed with a {F,g)- structure, when K < 0, we 
have 
(a) M{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) + lKR,[{riX)siY)-s{X)riY)} x 
{s{Z)S-r{Z)R}] 
[h) M1X,Y, Z) = RIX, Y, Z) - \KR,\X[r{Y)B{Z) + i>{Y)7{Z)} 
+ {s{X)r{Z) - r{X)s{Z)}{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}] 
(c) M(X, y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - lKR,[{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)r{Z)} x 
{r{X)R - s{X)S} - Y{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
(d) M(X, Y, Z) = R(X, Y, Z) - lK'R,[X{r(Y)s(Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} 
- {r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}{r{Y)R + s{Y)S}] 
(e) M{X,Y,Z) = R{X,Y, Z) + \KR,[X{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)) 
-Y{r{X)s{Z) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
(f) M{X, Y, Z) ^ R{X, Y, Z) + lKV^2I^Ri [{r(X)R - s(X)S} x 
{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} + Y{s{X)r{Z) ~ r{X)s{Z)}] 
(g) M{X, Y, Z) + M{X, Y, Z) + M(X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) + R{X, F , Z) 
+ R(X, Y, Z) - ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X^ Z)\ 
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Proof of (a) Barring X and Y in equation (31), we have 
M(X,F ,Z) = R{X,Y,Z) - ^[Xg{Y,Z)-Yg{X,Z)] 
Using equations (6), (7) and (8) in above equation, we obtain 
M ( l , y , Z) = R{X, y , Z) - ^[V^^2K{r{X)R - s{X)S} x 
y/^^2K{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)r{Z)} - ^^=2K{ri^)R - s (y )5}x 
^/^2F{r(X)5(Z) - S{X)T{Z)}\ 
= R{X,Y,Z) - %[-1K{T{X)T{Y)s{Z)R^s{X)siY)T{Z)S 
-s{X)Tiy)s{Z)S - r{X)s{y)r{Z)R} 
+2K{r{y)r(X)s(Z)/? + s(y)s(X)r(Z)5 - s[y)r{X)s{Z)S 
-r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R}\ 
= i?(X,y, Z) + | / r i ? i [ - s (X) r (y ) s (Z )5 - r(X)s(y)r(Z)7? 
\s{Y)r{X)&{Z)S + r(y)s(X)r(Z)i?] 
= i?(x,y,z) + \KR^\{T{X)S{Y) - s(XMy)}s(z)5 
+{5(X)r(y) - T{X)si,Y))r{Z)R] 
= i?(X,y,Z) + \KR^\{T{X)S{Y) - s{X)r{Y)'\{s{Z)S - AZ)R)\ 
Proo f of (b) Barring Y and Z in equation (31), we have 
M{x,Y,z) = H(x,y,z)- ^[X5(y,z)-yp(x,z)] 
Using equations (6), (7) and (8) in above equation, we obtain 
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M{X, Y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - ^[2KX{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)riZ)} 
-^/^2K{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}{-V^2K){r{X)s{Z) - s(X)r(Z)}] 
= R{X, Y, Z) - ^KRi[Xr{Y)s{Z) + Xs{Y)r{Z) 
-r{Y)r{X)s{Z)R - siY)s{X)r{Z)S + s{Y)r{X)s{Z)S 
+r{Y)s{X)r{Z)R] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - lKR,[X{r{Y)s{Z) + s{Y)r{Z)} 
+{r{Y)s{X)r{Z) - r{Y)r{X)s{Z)}R + {s{Y)r{X)s{Z) 
-s{Y)s{X)riZ)}S] 
= R{X, Y, Z) - \KR,[X{r{Y)s{Z) + S{Y)T{Z)} 
+{s{X)r{Z) - r{X)s{Z)}r{Y)R + {r{X)s{Z) - s{X)r{Z)}s{Y)S] 
= R{X,Y,Z) - \KR,[X{r{Y)s{Z)+s{Y)r{Z)] 
+{s{X)r{Z) - r{X)s{Z)}{r{Y)R - s{Y)S}] 
Proof of (c) Barring X and Z in equation (31), we have 
M(X, y, Z) = R{X, Y, Z) - ^[Xg{Y, Z) - Yg{X, Z)\ 
Using equations (6), (7) and (8) in above equation, we obtain 
M(X, y, Z) = i?(X, y, Z) - §[x /^2^{r(X) /? - s (X)5} X 
{-yRlK){r{Y)s{Z) - siy)r{Z)} - 2KY{r{X)s{Z) + S{X)T{Z)]\ 
= R{X,Y,Z) - lKR,[r{Xy{Y)s{Z)R + s{X)s{Y)r{Z)S 
-s{X)r{Y)s{Z)S - r{X)s{Y)r{Z)R - Yr{X)s{Z) - YsiX)riZ)] 
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= R{X, Y, Z) - \KR,[{r{Y)s{Z) - s{Y)r{Z)}T{X)R 
-{r(y)7(Z) - s{Y)r{Z)}s{X)S - Y{T[X)S{Z) 4- s{X)r{Z)} 
= R{X,Y,Z) - lKR,[{r{Y)s{Z)-s{Y)r{Z)}{riX)R-s{X)S} 
-Y{r{X)siZ) + s{X)r{Z)}] 
The remaining parts of the Theorem 10 can be proved, in similar manner. 
3. Conclusion 
Using the index-free notation of modern differential geometry, the projective, 
conformal, conharmonic and concircular curvature tensors have been studied 
for a geometric structure on the spacetime manifold of general 
relativity. This geometric structure, called as {F,g)- structure, represents 
non-radiative electromagnetic field. It has been observed that if a matter 
free spacetime V4 is conformally-flat then it is necessarily projectively-flat and 
conversely. Moreover, it is seen that projectively-fiat, conharmonically-flat 
and concircularly-flat Riemannian spaces are spaces of constant curvature 
and consequently Einstein spaces. The cosmological solutions of Einstein 
equations which contain a three dimensional space-like surface of a constant 
curvature are the Robertson-Walker metrics, while a four dimensional space 
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